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Two new medium access protocols for ring type local area networks,

CTR (Concurrent Token Ring) protocol and DRUID (Destination Removal

withoUt Intermediate node Delay) ring protocol, are proposed, designed and

analyzed. A destination partial removal technique is designed and used in

these two protocols to support concurrent message transmission and

minimize loop latency.

CTR protocol is the first protocol using the destination partial

removal technique. In this network, a source node captures a Token and

transmits a message which loops around the ring to its destination. The

message frame is truncated and configured by the destination node into a

Conditional Token which is allowed to circulate back to the source node for

final destruction. The Conditional Token, informs "downstream" nodes of

busy data paths and allows them to establish concurrent message

transmission if the resources they need are free.

In a DRUID ring network, a node may initiate message transmission

if its output link is free. Every node will relay each incoming message

immediately if it is idle when the message arrives. At the same time, the



node also receives and buffers all the incoming messages. Upon decoding

the destination address, the destination node will truncate the message

frame to form a cut frame by eliminating the information field from its

output data stream. This cut frame will continue to circulate around the

ring until it arrives at a busy node where it is buffered, identified and

destroyed. The message frame will be completely removed by the

destination node if it is busy when the message arrives. The protocol

supports high concurrency while the loop latency is minimized.

Programs have been developed to simulate these two protocols. Their

results are compared with Token Ring protocol and Register Insertion Ring

protocol. The comparisons have shown that both of the new protocols have

higher performances than the existing ring protocols.
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CONCURRENT MESSAGE TRANSMISSION ON

SHORT DELAY RING NETWORKS

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Local Area Networks

In the old days, the computer industry provided its customers with

centralized computer centers. Customers brought their computation tasks

to the computer center for processing and left the center with their results.

This model has the following drawbacks:

a) Inconvenience: Customers must go to the computer center or use

communication methods other than computers to submit their

jobs. It is extremely difficult for them to access remote

computing facilities.

b) Low reliability: All the computations rely solely on a main frame

computer in the computer center. If it goes down, all the

computations must stop.

c) Design and maintenance difficulty: It is difficult to design, implement and

maintain a mainframe computer because of its complexity.

As an advance in science and technology, this old computation model

has been replaced by computer networks which combine both computer

and communication technologies. In a computer network, a collection of

computing devices (computers and peripheral devices, together with
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software and databases) are interconnected by communication channels.

The communication channels consist of interface circuitry and transmission

media which include pairs of wires, coaxial cables, optical fibers, radio

communication networks or even satellite communication links. The

computing devices are referred as the Host Computers in the network.

They are capable of exchanging information with each other through the

communication channels. The general structure of a computer network is

shown in Figure 1.1.

Host Computer

Figure 1.1 General Structure of a Computer Network
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Computer network technologies provide the computer system

designers and users with the following benefits:

a) Resource sharing: Users of the network can access any computing

facilities in the network. Expensive devices, software and

large databases can be shared by all the users.

b) Load sharing and balancing: Heavy computation loads can be distributed

to several computing devices in the network.

c) Improvement of system reliability: When one or more of the computing

devices are down, others in the network can still perform the

tasks with, possibly, decreased performance.

d) Modular design: Each computing device in the network can be designed

and updated separately. It is easier to design, construct,

maintain and update such systems.

e) Performance/cost effectiveness: With the advent of LSI and VLSI

technology, the low cost, high performance microprocessors and

minicomputers make it more effective to use distributed

computer networks than to use centralized main frame

computers.

f) Data communication capability: Computer networks provide powerful

tools for remote data communication.

A computer network can be characterized by the following factors:

(1) distribution area

(2) topology
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(3) medium access protocol

(4) routing algorithm

(5) network supervision

According to its geographical distribution, a computer network can be

classified into two categories, Wide Area Networks (WAN) and Local

Area Networks (LAN). A Wide Area Network, also known as a long haul

network, is a computer network that is distributed over a wide area, nation

wide, and even world wide. Because of its long distance, WANs often

employ public carriers (public phone lines, satellite channels etc.) as their

communication media.

On the other hand, a Local Area Network is a computer network

that is distributed in a locally limited geographical area. It is nearly always

owned by a single organization [STALL87]. There is usually a dedicated

communication channel in a LAN. Because of its local area distribution, a

LAN is generally characterized by high data transmission rate, short

transmission delay, inexpensive transmission media and low transmission

error rate.

The manner in which computing devices are geometrically

connected is called the network's topology. A topology is defined by the

layout of the communication media among the computers. It determines the

data paths that may be used for data transmission between any pair of

computing devices in the network.

Several network topologies are shown in Figure 1.2 through Figure

1.5. In these figures, the nodes represent computing devices and the links

between nodes represent communication channels. A node in a computer
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network consists of a Host Computer and a Node Interface Controller

(NIC). The host computer is the computing device which performs

computation and other application tasks, generates messages for

transmission and receives messages destined for the node. The node

interface controller, also called Network Interface Unit, controls the data

communication in the network.

One extreme of network topology, shown in Figure 1.2, is a

completely connected network. In this topology, a direct link is provided

between any pair of nodes. Each computer can talk to another directly.

Messages can be transmitted concurrently if they have different source

and/or destination addresses.

However, the high cost and complexity limit its use in local area

networks. For a network with N stations, we need N*(N-1) links to

construct a fully connected network. Furthermore, each node must be able

to interface with (N-1) Input/Output lines. A network interface with such

capabilities is very complex and expensive.

Figure 1.2 Completely Connected Network Topology
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Figure 1.3 shows a general mesh network topology. In this topology,

a link can be put arbitrarily between any pair of nodes if needed. Multiple

messages can be transmitted simultaneously if they use different links.

Although it is generally cheaper than a completely connected network

topology, it is still too expensive for local area networks. Consider, for an

example, the routing problem in the network shown in Figure 1.3. There

are several paths leading from node A to node D: A-E-D; A-B-C-D; A-B-E-D;

etc. The nodes must decide which path to use to send messages to their

destinations. This decision depends not only on the network topology but

also on the traffic condition (i.e. which node or link is busy and the number

of messages waiting to use that node or link) of the network. This condition

is changing all the time. It is not a trivial task to keep track of this

information and make the decision [SCHWA80].

Figure 1.3 General Mesh Network Topology
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The most commonly used topologies in local area networks are Bus

and Ring structure because of their regularity, simplicity and modularity.

Even some mesh networks use buses or rings to carry some control

information to ease the routing and scheduling operation [KANG87,

KANG84]. The structure of these two topologies are shown in Figure 1.4

and 1.5, respectively.

A bus network is a computer network in which all the nodes are

connected to a central bus which carries all the data communications. At

any time, only a single node can transmit its message to the bus. However,

many nodes can listen and copy the transmitted message simultaneously.

Routing is not needed because the bus is the only place for each node to put

messages. CSMA, CSMA/CD REEE85C, METCA761 or Token Bus

[IEEE85D] mechanisms are commonly used to control the access to the bus.

A ring network with N nodes is a computer network in which there

is a direct link from node i to node j if and only if

j =(i +1) mod N.

All the transmissions are in a single direction along the ring, from

node i to node (i+1) mod N. Each node interfaces with two links, one is the

incoming link and the other is the outgoing link. It receives data signals

from its incoming link, regenerates them and transmits them to the next

node through its output link. In this way, messages loop around the ring

from their source nodes to their destinations.
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Like the bus network, the ring network is simple and regular. All

transmissions are carried out in a single direction along the ring and

routing is not needed. The node interface controllers in all the nodes may

have the same structure.

The advantages of the ring topology over the bus topology include the

following:

a) Simultaneous message transmission is possible in a ring network if it is

controlled properly.

b) Because each node interface is a regenerative repeater, a ring network

can be spread over a relatively wider area than the bus

network without using amplifying repeaters.

c) Optical fiber, which is currently the fastest transmission medium, can be

used much easier in ring networks than in bus networks. The

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard is a protocol

designed for ring type networks that use optical fiber as its

medium and operate at 100 megabits per second [JOSHI86].

One disadvantage of ring network is its relatively lower reliability.

We define the node (link) connectivity as the minimum number of nodes

(links) that must be removed to break the ring. Then both the node

connectivity and link connectivity of a ring network are equal to one. Any

node interface failure or link failure will disable some of the communication.

Many techniques have been proposed and implemented to increase the
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reliability of a ring network. Examples are double loop networks[ROM88]

and node bypass techniques [COMPA87].

1.2 Medium Access Protocol

In a local area network, the communication channels are shared

resources and can be accessed by all the computing devices in the network.

Any node may have messages ready for transmission at any time. If two or

more nodes transmit data through the same communication channel at the

same time, there will be a collision and the transmitted messages may be

damaged or lost. Hence, there must be some rules, mechanisms, and

algorithms to supervise the access of the communication channel to ensure

data are reliably delivered to the destination. The set of such rules,

mechanisms, and algorithms is called the Medium Access Protocol or

Multiple Access Protocol.

The task of the medium access protocol is to allocate the limited

communication facilities to all the computing devices in such a way that

messages are reliably delivered to their destinations and the communication

performance, which is measured in maximum communication channel

throughput and average message transmission delay is optimized.

One way to increase the communication performance is to increase

the transmission bit rate. However, as shown by Shannon [SHANN48], the

transmission rate of a communication channel has an upper limit

determined by its physical and electrical characteristics as well as the

environmental noise level. Assume the channel has a bandwidth W and is

disturbed by white Gaussion noise with a signal to noise ratio S/N. The

channel capacity (Maximum data transmission rate) can be obtained as
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C = W log2(1+S/N) (Eq. 1.1)

For any communication channel, the transmission data rate is upper

limited by this channel capacity. It is also upper limited by the switching

speed of the interface circuitry.

A good medium access protocol should make better utilization of the

channel capacity to transmit more messages in a short time. As will be

shown in the following chapters, some protocols will utilize the

communication channel more efficiently than the others.

There are three methods to allocate a single communication channel

to all the nodes in the network: Frequency Division, Time Division and

Space Division. Frequency division techniques divide the

communication channel's frequency spectrum into several bands. Each

node use one spectrum band to transmit its own message and hence there is

no interference among nodes. This method is widely used in broadband

transmission. However, it is not truly a multiple access problem since each

spectrum band can be thought as a sub-communication channel. Each node

uses a separate sub-channel for message transmission.

Time division techniques allocate the communication channel to

different nodes at different times. At any time instant, only one node is

allowed to transmit messages through the communication channel and

hence collisions are avoided.

Space division techniques can be used when a transmission needs

only part of the whole communication channel. Other parts can be used by

other nodes for data transmission. If it is controlled properly, collisions can
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be avoided and, at the same time, concurrent message transmission can be

achieved.

In order to maximize the network performance, efficient multiple

access protocols should employ the following techniques to control message

transmission. The first way is to reduce the message waiting delay time

and start transmission as soon as possible. The second method is to reduce

the delay time on the transmission path from the source node to the

destination. The other technique tries to increase the transmission

concurrency which involves the space division technique. Messages should

be transmitted simultaneously if their transmission paths are disjoint.

1.3 Centralized Control and Distributed Control

The operation of networks can be controlled in two ways,

Centralized Control and Distributed control. In the centralized control

mechanism, there is a specialized node which is solely responsible for the

control functions. It gathers the status information of the entire network

and issues all the necessary control information to every device in the

network. The controlling node determines which node can transmit

messages to which node, at what time, and using which channel.

In the distributed control scheme, the control function is distributed

among all the nodes in the network. Any node, based on the current traffic

conditions and certain protocols, can make decisions concerning medium

access and message transmission.
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1.4 ISO Network Model

To minimize design complexity, modern computer networks tend to

use a layered architecture model in which the network service is divided

into different layers. Each layer in the hierarchy is a logical entity that

performs certain functions. There is an inter-layer interface between each

pair of adjacent layers. Each layer accepts services from the layer

immediately below it and provides services to the layer above it through

these interfaces. As long as the interface between any pair of layers is

clearly defined, each layer can be designed and implemented separately.

In an effort to standardize network architecture and protocols, the

International Standard Organization (ISO) has developed a reference model

for computer network layered architecture, namely the Open System Inter-

connection (OSI) model. Its structure is shown in Figure 1.6. The dotted

line from layer n (n>1) of one side to layer n of the other indicates a virtual

communication channel between them. The real communication between

these two layers of the same level is carried out by passing data and control

information to the layer immediately below it, until the lowest layer (layer

1) is reached at the source node. At the lowest layer, there is a physical

communication channel between the two systems, as shown by the solid line

in Figure 1.6. This physical channel provides the true data communication.

At the destination station, the information is passed from the physical layer

to the layer under concern.

The physical layer provides mechanical and electrical connections

among the computing devices in the network. This layer is concerned with

transmitting zeros and ones over a communication channel. Physical and
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electrical connection, signal level and transmission rate selection, filtering,

modulation and demodulation as well as channel multiplexing and

demultiplexing are the main topics of this layer.

The data link layer uses the service of raw data transmission

provided by the physical layer and changes the raw data into meaningful

data frames. It creates and detects frame boundaries, synchronizes frame

transmissions, detects and corrects transmission errors. The service that

this layer provide to layer 3 is an error free transmission of a data frame.

The network layer controls the operation of the communication

network. Among other things, the network layer determines the main

characteristics of the Network Interface Unit and how messages are routed

within the network. The network layer accepts messages from the layer

above it in the source station, divides the message into packets (if needed),

and directs the packets toward the destination node. If packets are

transmitted to the destination by multiple routes, the network layer in the

destination station will assemble the packets in the correct order and

deliver the messages to the upper layers.

These three lowest layers provide the service of correct and reliable

packet communication to the upper layers of the network. They determine

the communication characteristics of the computer network.

As we move to the upper layers, the emphasis shifts from the

functions that provide for proper message transmission to services

associated with application processes running on the host computers. The

basic function of the transport layer is to shield the three upper layer

functions from different network mechanisms. It controls and monitors the
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correct end-to-end message transmission between the source node and the

destination node of the message. In the source node, it accepts messages

from the session layer, splits them up into smaller units if needed, and

passes them to network layer for transmission. In the destination node, the

transport layer accepts data from the network layer and passes the correct

message to the session layer above it.

Following the transport layer is the session layer which is, as pointed

by Tanenbaum [TANEN81], the user's interface into the network. A

connection between two computer users is usually called a session. The

function of this layer is mainly to build up, monitor and disconnect

communication sessions.

The presentation Layer is mainly concerned with the format and

presentation of the data message. It addresses such problems as text

compression, encryption, and data code conversion.

The application layer is the highest layer in the ISO-OSI model and is

up to the individual user. Its function depends on the specific application

program and computer resources.
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1.5 IEEE 802 Standard

The IEEE 802 standard specifies layers in a Local Area Computer

Network which correspond to the two lowest layers and part of the network

layer defined in the ISO model. It defines the physical communication

characteristics and medium access control as well as data link protocols.

The IEEE 802 standards consists of the following six parts:

802.1 : overall document describing the relationship among all the

parts of the standard and relationship with the ISO reference model.

802.2 : Logical link control protocol.

802.3 : CSMA/CD bus multiple access protocol.

802.4 : Token passing bus multiple access protocol.

802.5 : Token passing ring multiple access protocol.

802.6 : Metropolitan area network.

1.6 Terminologies and Definitions

This thesis concerns only the communication aspect of ring type

LANs. All the terms used are mainly referred to the communication part of

the network unless otherwise specified.

In this thesis, the term Node will be used interchangeably to stand

for node host computer or node network interface controller or both when

there is no ambiguity incurred. The Source Node of a message is the node

that generates the message and the Destination Node is the node to which
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the message is sent. All the nodes through which the message will traverse

to reach its destination node are called Intermediate Nodes.

A Frame or Packet is an information unit which is transmitted as

an entity in the network. It may contain data information, address

information, control information and other information.

Two important communication performance measures of a computer

network are Message Transmission Delay and Network Throughput.

Message transmission delay is the length of the time from the point when

the message is ready for transmission in the source node until it is received

by the destination node. Network throughput is the maximum message

transmission rate the network can carry without causing infinite message

delay. The network is said to be saturated if the quantity of messages that

need to be transmitted exceeds the throughput of the network. When the

network becomes saturated, the message transmission delay will grow

unbounded.

Channel Utilization is also used as a measure of network

performance. It is the fraction of time that the communication channel is

busy transmitting messages. Low channel utilization under certain traffic

density means there is a potential that the channel can support higher

traffic density.

1.7 Motivation and Justification

There currently exist several medium access protocols for ring type

networks. Each of them may have some advantages over the others, but

each suffers from certain drawbacks. This thesis begins with an overview of
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all the existing protocols. The advantages and disadvantages of each of

them are identified and compared. Based on these comparisons, two new

high performance medium access protocols, namely the CTR protocol and

DRUID ring protocol, for ring type networks are proposed and designed.

These two protocols combine the advantages of the currently existing

protocols and use a new "destination partial removal" technique to increase

the network performance. These two protocols more efficiently allocate the

communication channels to the network nodes to transmit their messages.

Comparison results show that networks using these two protocols have

shorter message delay and higher network throughput than the existing

protocols with a comparable cost.

The work in this research is limited to the network medium access

control. It is included in data link layer and physical layer of the ISO-OSI

model. They correspond to the services specified by the IEEE 802

standards.

1.8. Outline of the Following Chapters

Chapter 2 discusses the current existing medium access protocols for

ring type LANs. It summarizes the methods that each protocol uses to

supervise message communication and to avoid collision. The

communication performances of these protocols are also analyzed and

compared with each other. Following the analysis, this chapter identifies

the advantages and limitations of each.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to Concurrent Token Ring (CTR) protocol

which uses a destination partial removal technique to support concurrent

message transmission while the loop latency is kept minimum. It discusses
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the implementation and operation of this protocol. The new protocol is

compared with the existing ones.

In Chapter 4, several variations in the control algorithms in CTR

protocol are discussed. These new algorithms are proposed to improve the

performance of the Concurrent Token Ring protocol.

Chapter 5 focuses on DRUID (Destination Removal withoUt

Intermediate node Delay) ring protocol. It is another new protocol proposed

to increase the performance of the ring network. It is the second protocol

using the destination partial removal techniques.

Chapter 6 is a description of the simulation programs and simulation

results. It discusses the implementation of the simulation programs and

presents the simulation results for the two new proposed protocols. They

are compared with the existing protocols and with analytical results.

Summaries, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in

Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

EXISTING MEDIUM ACCESS PROTOCOLS FOR RING NETWORKS

2.1 Overview

Several medium access protocols for ring networks have been

proposed, implemented and extensively studied [LIU84, WILSO79,

JAFAR77]. In each protocol, a source node gets an opportunity to transmit

a message. Other nodes in the network relay the message with one or more

bits of delay. The message travels along the ring from one node to the next.

A node which does not relay the message effectively removes the message

from the ring. Existing protocols differ in the methods that are used to

control the source node transmission and in the ways that the messages are

removed from the ring. They have different performance characteristics.

Each protocol has some advantages over the others, but suffers from certain

drawbacks.

2.2 Three Basic Medium Access Protocols for Ring Networks

Three medium access protocols have received extensive study. Most

of the ring networks in operation today are based on them. They are Token

Ring, Register Insertion Ring and Slotted Ring.

2.2.1. Token Ring Protocol

Token Ring protocol [FARM69, ANDRE82] is currently the most

popular multiple access protocol for ring networks. It is adopted by IEEE

802 project committee as a ring access standard [ANSI85E].
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In the Token Ring protocol, there is a special bit pattern, called a

token, circulating around the ring. Any node which wishes to transmit a

message must first search for the token. It can start data transmission only

after detecting and capturing a token. After finishing its data transmission,

the node passes the token to its successor node. The token is thus moved

from node to node in a round robin fashion and every node in the network

gets its chance to transmit data messages.

The earliest experiments using this mechanism to control the access

of a ring network were performed by Newhall and Farmer at Bell Telephone

Laboratories [FARM69]. Since then, Token Ring protocol has been

implemented in several ring networks. Although they may be slightly

different in control method and frame format, they all work on the same

principle.

The token and message frame formats defined in IEEE 802.5

standard are shown in Figure 2.1. Each data bit in these frames is

represented by differential Manchester encoding. Four kinds of symbols are

used. They are data symbol 0, data symbol 1, non-data symbol J and non-

data symbol k. The format and application of these four symbols are

explained in Appendix A.

SD and ED fields in token and message frames are the Start

Delimiter and the End Delimiter, respectively. As shown in Figure 2.2, SD

and ED are two special bit pattern. They will not appear in the data

streams.

The I bit in the end delimiter of a message frame is used to specify if

it is an intermediate frame or the last frame of a multi-frame message. If it
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is a one, the frame is an intermediate frame from a multi-frame message.

Otherwise, the frame transmitted is the last frame for that message or the

only frame in the single-frame message. At the destination node, all the

frames from the same message are assembled to a complete message.

The E bit in the end delimiter is the error report bit that is used to

inform other nodes in the network that an error has been detected in the

data frame. This bit is transmitted by the source node as a zero. It is set to

one by any node that detect an error.

AC is the Access Control field. Its format is shown in Figure 2.3.

T is the token bit. It is a zero to represent a token frame and a one

for a message frame. A node can transmit a message only when it sees a

zero in the T bit.

PPP are the priority bits which indicate the priority level of the

token. Eight priority levels are supported in IEEE 802.5 Token Ring, with

000 being the lowest and 111 being the highest. Only the message frames

with equal or higher priority can be transmitted using the token. The

reservation bits, RRR, allow stations with high priority message frames to

request that the next token be issued at the requested priority level. These

bits are transmitted most significant bit first; for example, 110 has higher

priority than 011.

In a Token Ring network, there is one node called the active monitor

that monitors the network operation. The M bit is used by this active

monitor node to prevent a message frame or a high priority token frame

from circulating on the ring more than once. This bit is transmitted as 0
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initially. The active monitor node in the ring changes this bit to a one when

it passes the node. If the active monitor detects a message frame or a high

priority token frame with this bit equal to one, the frame has circulated

around the ring at least once. The frame is then aborted.

The FC, frame control, field defines the type of the frame and certain

control function.

The SA and DA fields indicate the source address and destination

address of the message. The length of these two fields depends primarily on

the size of the network. IEEE 802.5 standard specifies the address length to

be either two or six bytes. However, all nodes of a specific network must

have addresses of equal length.

The Information field is the main body of the frame. This field

carries the information to be transmitted. It is of variable length but has

an integer number of bytes. It may contain programs, data, control

information or any combination of them.

FCS is a 32-bit frame checking sequence used for error detection.

Almost all the token ring networks use a CRC error checking code for this

purpose. The IEEE 802.5 committee proposed a generating function for the

FCS sequence. It is shown as follows [ANSI85E]:

F(X) = X32 + X26 + X23 + x22 + x16 + x12 + x11 + x10

+X8 +X7 +X5+X4 +X2 +X+ 1 (Eq. 2.1)

The FS, Frame Status, field is used by the destination node to report

the reception status of the frame to its sender or other nodes. The valid
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status may be any one of the following: no address matching (the

destination address is not recognized by any node), frame copied, and

address recognized but frame not copied.

SD AC I ED

a) Token Frame Format

ISD AC ED DA J SA Information FCS ED FS

b) Message Frame Format

Figure 2.1. Token Frame and Message Frame Format

1JK O J K 000

a) Start Delimiter

IJK1JKlIE

b) End Delimiter

J=non data J
K=non data K
1=binary data one
0=binary data zero
I=Intermediate frame bit
E=error- detected bit

Figure 2.2 Start and End Delimiter Format
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PPP TMRRR

Figure 2.3. Access Control Field Format.

Any node that wants to transmit first searches for the token. When it

detects a token, it converts the token frame to a message frame by inverting

the T bit and appending the control field, address field, information field

and other fields. The message frame passes each node with a minimum of

single bit delay and loops back to the source node. As the frame passes each

node, the node copies the message to a buffer while relaying it to the next

node. After the destination address arrives, all the nodes can determine if

they are the destination nodes. Non-destination nodes will discard what

has been copied and stop copying. The destination node will continue to

copy the whole message and forward it to the local host station. The

message will loop from node to node until reaching the source node at which

it is removed.

There will be at most one token circulating along the ring and it is

converted to a message frame when a node uses the token to transmit a

message. Hence there will be at most one message being transmitted

through the network at any time. The possibility of message collision is

completely eliminated.

However, this protocol also eliminates the possibility of concurrent

message transmission. Such transmission is potentially possible using a
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space division technique because a data message may utilize only a fraction

of the ring to get to its destination. In Token Ring protocol, a single

message will occupy the entire ring without regard to its source and

destination location. The communication resources are not efficiently

utilized.

The advantage of this protocol is that a node interface does not need

to have a large buffer to store arriving messages. Unlike the Register

Insertion Ring protocol to be discussed in the next section, it need not wait

for and decode the address fields to decide either the message should be

removed or relayed to the following nodes. A minimum delay of only one bit

is needed in each node to regenerate the signal and allow enough time for

the node interface to switch the control to a different operation. Let C be

the transmission rate of the network, d be the propagation delay of the loop

and N be the number of nodes in the network, then the loop latency of the

token ring network can be as low as

Loop Latency = N/C + d (Eq. 2.2)

2.2.2 Register Insertion Ring Protocol

The Register Insertion Ring protocol [HAFNE74, LIU78], as its name

implies, employs a shift register in each node to hold the incoming data

message. The structure of its node interface controller is shown in Figure

2.4. A message leaves its source node and passes all the intermediate nodes

to its destination. Upon receiving a message, each node places the received

information into its shift register. When the destination address field of the

message arrives, the node can determine if it is the destination node. If so,
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the message is removed from the ring and sent to the host computer.

Otherwise, the delayed incoming data stream is forwarded to the

downstream node. Assume H is the number of bits from the start of the

message to the end of its destination address field, then the message is

delayed by H bit time in each intermediate node. This delay is called

address checking delay.

As every node transmits data from its shift register at the same rate

as the data arrives, a node can start to transmit a local message whenever

it finds that the shift register has a space bigger than or equal to the size of

the local message. In this way, the register will not overflow during the

transmission of the message. Since the message is removed by its

destination node, the links from the destination back to the source can be

used for concurrent message transmission. Several nodes can transmit

messages simultaneously if they use different sections of the ring. However,

the H bit delay in each intermediate node seriously degrades the system

performance. The maximum delay in a ring network with N nodes could be

as long as (N-1)*H bit times plus the propagation delay even with no other

data traffic in the ring. This part of delay is considerable if the number of

nodes in the network is quite large.

The Register Insertion Protocol was first proposed and implemented

by Hafner et. al. [HAFNE74]. It was also implemented and extensively

studied by Liu et. al. at Ohio State University [LIU77, LIU83, BABIC78].

The message format used in DLCN or DDLCN at Ohio State University is

shown in Figure 2.5.



Input

Shift Register

Local Buffer

To and from host computer

Figure 2.4 The Register Insertion Ring Node
Structure

Output

SD DA SA CTRL Information FCS ED

8 16 16 16 variable length

Figure 2.5. DLCN/DDLCN Message Format

16

29
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2.2.3 Slotted Ring Protocol

In a Slotted Ring network [PIERC72], several fixed length slots

circulate along the ring as shown in Figure 2.6. There is a Busy/Empty

indicator bit at the beginning of each slot to indicate whether the slot is

empty or busy. A node which wants to transmit a message waits until the

start of a slot. If the slot is empty, the node sets that bit to busy and puts

its fixed sized message packet into the slot to transmit it to the destination

node. It must wait until the next slot if the current one is busy. Multiple

packets can be transmitted through the network in this protocol.

If the destination node is to remove the message, it simply copies the

message and resets the Busy/Empty indicator to Empty. However, it must

first check the destination address in order to decide whether to remove the

message or not. Thus this bit can not be transmitted until the arrival of the

destination address. There will be an address checking delay in each

intermediate node. If a source removal technique is used, the Busy/Empty

indicator will be cleared by the source node when it loops back.

If the loop latency is not large enough, some delay devices may be

purposely inserted into the ring to allow multiple slots to exist [TANEB81].

All these delays, in addition to the time needed to wait for the start of a slot

to arrive, may cause long transmission delays. Another problem associated

with this protocol is that it requires fixed length packets to be transmitted.

A long message must be broken into several fixed sized packet to be

transmitted and then assembled at the destination node. This may require

extra delay time and extra control mechanisms in each node. If the slot size

is selected very small, the overhead will seriously degrade the network
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performance. On the other hand, if a large slot size is used, the last packet

of a message may only occupy a portion of a slot and the remainder will be

wasted.

An example of ring networks that uses a slotted protocol is the

Cambridge Ring [NEEDH821. It has become a LAN protocol standard in

Europe.

Figure 2.6 Slotted Ring Protocol
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2.3 Other Medium Access Protocols for Ring Networks

In addition to the three basic protocols, several other ring access

protocols have been proposed and studied. This section reviews several of

them.

2.3.1 Contention Ring Protocol

The Contention Ring[GAO87, GILBE83] is a medium access protocol

based on a carrier sensing and collision detection scheme. It works in a way

similar to the CSMA/CD protocol in bus networks. When a node has a

message ready for transmission, the node senses its incoming link to

determine if the ring is currently in use. If there are data signals in its

incoming link, the node must wait and repeat the sensing procedure. If the

link is sensed idle, the message frame will be transmitted immediately.

However, sending a frame to an idle link does not guarantee a successful

delivery. It is possible that another node wishing to transmit may have

sensed the channel before the first node's transmission propagates to its

location. In this case a collision will occur and the messages involved in the

collision will be damaged.

In a Contention Ring network, the source node is responsible for

removing the message frame as it loops back on the ring. At the same time,

the source node checks the data frame to see if there is a collision.

If the frame is found to be damaged, The source node will terminate

the current transmission if it has not been finished. It then waits a random

amount of time and repeats the transmission procedure.
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The Contention Ring network has a shorter delay time than Token

Ring under light traffic condition since most of the messages will be

transmitted successfully at the first try and there is no need to wait for a

token to start transmission. However, under heavy traffic conditions,

messages are more likely to collide with each other and the performance

becomes worse and worse. The network becomes unstable when every

message collides with other messages in every retransmission and no

messages can be successfully transmitted.

The Contention Ring protocol is commonly combined with Token Ring

protocol to improve network performance under both light and heavy traffic

conditions.

In this Contention/Token Ring protocol, when a transmission has

been successfully completed, the source node transmits a token indicator on

the channel. If during this transmission another node becomes ready for

transmission, it senses that the ring is busy. This node will wait until it

sees a free token. It then changes the free token to a busy indicator and

transmits its messages. A new free token is generated after the

transmission. As long as there are enough messages in the network to

transmit one after another, the network works in the same way as Token

Ring. If there are no messages being transmitted when a node senses the

channel, the node will enter the contention mode and transmit the message

immediately. The node then waits for the message to loop back to check if

there is any collision.
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2.3.2 Jafari's Ring Protocol

Jafari's Ring is a centralized ring structure proposed at Oregon State

University [JAFAR77]. It is referred to as Oregon State Ring by Tropper in

his book "Local Computer Network Technologies" [TROPP81].

In Jafari's ring, there is a dedicated control node called the Loop

Controller. This node is solely responsible for controlling the message

transmission. This node has a complete knowledge of the whole network

and issues commands to other nodes to carry out data transmission. An

extra bus is introduced for the status and control information exchange

among the loop controller and other nodes in the network. All the data

transmissions are through the original ring and all the control information

is transmitted through the control bus. The structure of the network is

depicted in Figure 2.7.

In Figure 2.7, if node 3 has a message destined to node 5, it first

sends a "transmission request" control frame through the control bus to the

loop controller. The controller, upon receiving the request, checks the

current network status. If the path from node 3 to node 5 is free, it sends

commands to all the nodes from node 3 through node 5 to close the

appropriate switches, thereby forming a path for the data transmission.

Node 3 then can start to transmit the message frame along the already

setup path. If, on the other hand, the section of the ring is not available, the

node controller will notify node 3 that the request can not be granted

immediately and will be rescheduled at a later time.
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Figure 2.7 Jafari's Loop Structure

Under the control of the loop controller, the ring can be configured to

transmit several messages concurrently if they use different sections of the

ring. Each section of the ring can be configured to transmit in either
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direction. It is not surprising that Jafari's simulation and analysis results

show that this protocol has better performance than other existing ring

protocols. However, it should be noted that Jafari's ring employs an extra

control bus. It is an additional communication channel and may have a cost

comparable to the data ring. Furthermore, the control bus has only finite

bandwidth. The sharing of the bus is itself a medium access problem. It

may have collisions and delay. This delay is part of the total message

delay. It is not negligible if the average message frame length is not very

large compared with the control frame.

2.3.3 Play Through Ring Protocol

The operation of the Play Through Ring [WILSO79] is also based on

the separation of control frames and data frames. Unlike Jafari's protocol,

the control frames and message frames share the same communication

path. The control frames in the Play Through Ring protocol have higher

priority than message frames. The protocol is named "Play Through Ring"

because the control frames can preempt the current message frame

transmission and pass the node in the middle of a message.

The most important control frame in the protocol is the synchronizing

token "GO". It continues to preempt message transmissions and loops

around the ring. Data transmission in the network is synchronized by this

GO signal. The other two control frames used in this protocol are Start and

Stop. The Start frame tells all the nodes in the network that a new

transmission will be started and certain sections of the ring will be used by

that transmission. The Stop frame notifies all the nodes of the release of
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the sections of the ring that have been used by the finished transmission.

Like message frame transmission, these two control frames are both

synchronized by the GO token.

Every node in the network has a range register indicating the range

of the path free for message transmission. This register is updated when a

Start or Stop frame is received. When a Go token arrives, a node can

transmit its message only if the path to the destination of the message is

within the free path indicated by the range register.

Messages can be transmitted concurrently if they use different

sections of the ring. It has been shown by Silio et. alISILI086, SILI0881

that the throughput of the network using this protocol is much higher than

that of Token Ring.

The problem associated with this protocol is the overhead for playing

through the control information and for transmitting the start and stop

frames. If the loop latency is much shorter than the average message

transmission time, message transmissions will be constantly interrupted by

the play though information.

2.4 Source Removal vs. Destination Removal

In all of the previously discussed medium access protocols, messages

are removed from the ring either by their source node or the destination

node. In a ring network using a destination removal protocol, the messages

travel along the ring to the destination node. The destination node removes

the message from the ring and sends it to the host computer. This frees the

portion of the ring from the destination node back to the source node. Since
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this part of the ring is not currently being utilized, it is available for

additional data transmission.

The performance penalty paid for a destination removal protocol is

the address checking delay required in each intermediate node. Each node

must wait until the arrival of the destination address field before it can

determine if the frame is destined for itself or should be relayed to the next

node. Let H be the number of bits from the start of the frame through the

end of the destination address field, and let C be the data transmission rate.

Each frame will be delayed at least H/C seconds by each intermediate node.

This delay, called the address checking delay, can be considerable if there

are a large number of nodes in the network.

Unlike in the destination removal protocol, the destination node in

source removal protocols does not remove the message. It simply copies the

message and sends it to the host computer. The message loops around the

ring back to the source node and is removed there. The source node can

recognize and remove its own message easily since it is always the first

frame to arrive after it has transmitted a message. Other nodes in the

network will relay the message without address checking delay. The total

loop latency is very short.

In the source removal protocols, concurrent message transmission is

not possible since a single data frame, when transmitted, will occupy the

entire ring. This lack of concurrency seriously limits the throughput of the

network.

It may be argued that the packet that loops back can be used as the

acknowledge signal. However, It is not a true acknowledge signal because
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the successful circulation of the message does not guarantee the correct

reception by the destination node. Furthermore, it is not economical to use

the entire message frame for acknowledgement purposes.

2.5 Performance Analysis of the Three Basic Protocols

2.5.1 Notations and Assumptions

The theoretical performance analysis is based on the following

assumptions:

a) All messages generated in the network are assumed to be independent.

Each node generates messages according to Poisson

distribution with an average of M messages per second.

b) Message length is exponentially distributed with a mean length of L

bits/message.

c) All data transmissions are assumed to be symmetrical. i.e. the source

and destination nodes of all messages are uniformly

distributed among all the nodes in the network.

d) The system is assumed to be in a stable state so that time averaging and

probability analysis is feasible.

e) The data transmission is fault free

Table 2.1 shows the variable names and their meanings as used in

the performance analysis below.
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Terms Meanings
,

N Number of nodes in the network

C Channel transmission rate (bits/second)

L Average message length (bits/message)

M Average message generating rate at each node
(messages/second)

R Normalized traffic rate NML/C

a2 Second moment of message length(bit2/message)

d Loop round trip propagation delay

H Number of bit from start of the message up to
the destination address(bits)

B Station latency : Number of bits of delay
in each node

T Average message delay (seconds)

U Channel utilization

Table 2.1. Notations Used in Performance Analysis

2.5.2 Token Ring Protocol Performance Analysis

Let's define the loop latency of a Token Ring network d' to be the time

needed for the token bit to circulate around the ring when no messages are

transmitted. With the assumptions and notations given in Table 2.1, it is

obvious that:



d' = d + NB/C (Eq. 2.3)

In the formula, d is the signal propagation delay along the links in

the ring. The second part, NB/C, is the total node delay in the ring. The

average message delay of a Token Ring network has been found

[HAMMO87] to be:

T + + d'(1 -R/N) RL/CL.
C 2 2(1 -R) 1 -R

2.5.3 Slotted Ring Protocol Performance Analysis

(Eq. 2.4)
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In the Slotted Ring protocol, the source node detects an empty slot,

sets the busy indicator and transmits a message. The busy slot loops back

to the source where the Busy/Empty indicator is cleared. Downstream

nodes can then use the empty slot to transmit messages. Besides the

assumptions given in section 2.5.1, the analysis of Slotted Ring assumes

that the average message length is much larger than the slot size. In this

case, the average message delay of a slotted ring network has been found to

be:

T - f (Eq. 2.5)

This result does not include the transmission overhead which has a

serious effect on the network performance in the Slotted Ring network. Let

Ld be the number of data bits in one slot and Lh be the number of overhead
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bits which include the source address, destination address, the status bits

and start bit etc. Since the slot size is much smaller than the average

message length, the overhead information constitutes a major part of the

total data traffic. An example is the Cambridge Ring in which each slot

contains two bytes of data, two bytes of address and six bits of other status

and control information [HAMM087]. This large overhead can not be

ignored as in other ring networks.

Let's define the overhead factor h = 14.

The average message delay in a slotted ring can be modified to be :

2(i+h) (LI 4
T 1 -R(1 +h) C

(Eq. 2.6)

2.5.4 Register Insertion Ring Protocol Performance Analysis

The Register Insertion Ring protocol was extensively studied at Ohio

State University by Liu et. al. [BABIC78, LIU77], by Hilal [HALAL87] and

by Bux et. al. [BUX83]. The following is the result from Liu's work [LIU77].

In the performance model, the message delay is divided into four parts:

Ti: Message transmission time.

T2: Address Checking delay in each node plus the average

propagation delay to the next node.

T3: Time spent in the source node waiting for transmission.



T4: Time spent at each intermediate node waiting for

retransmission.

The average message delay time is then given as:

T = Ti + (1112-1)T2 + T3 + (N/2-1)T4

where

T - L/C

T2 = / (N- 2)

NMa2
T33 4Cre71;n1.

NEI2
14 2(C -ML)(2C -NML)

(Eq. 2.7)

(Eq. 2.8)

(Eq. 2.9)

(Eq. 2.10)

(Eq. 2.11)

Substituting these terms in Eq. 2.7, we can get the final result:

L MN2a2
T = c 2

8(1 -EU 2)C2
(Eq. 2.12)
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If the message length is exponentially distributed, the second

moment of the message length can be found to be a2 = 2L2 and the average

message delay is shown in the following.

T k f MN2L2
C 2 4(1 -It/ 2)C2

(Eq. 2.13)
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2.6 Comparison of the Existing Protocols

Table 2.2 summarizes the main features of the existing protocols in

terms of control method, message length, loop latency, throughput, and data

buffer needed.

Protocol
Removal
Node

Control
Method

Message
Length

Buff
Need

Loop
Latency

Through-
put

Token Source dist. Variable No Short Low

Reg. Ins. Dest. Dist. Varialbe Yes Long High

Slotted** Source/
Dest.

Dist. Fixed No Long High

Jafari* Dest. Central Variable No Short High

Play-
Through**

Dest. Dist . Variable No Short High

Contens/
Token

Src. Dist. Variable No Short Low

Requires an extra bus
Large Overhead

Table 2.2 Comparison of the Existing Protocols
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CHAPTER 3

CONCURRENT TOKEN RING PROTOCOL

3.1 Overview

The Concurrent Token Ring (CTR) protocol [XU88A] is a new

medium access protocol proposed for ring type LANs. It is a destination

partial removal protocol. In this protocol, the information field of a message

frame is removed by its destination node. The message header, in the form

of a Cut Frame, loops back to the source node for final destruction. CTR

protocol combines the advantages of both source removal protocol (low loop

latency) and destination removal protocol (possible concurrent frame

transmission). It eliminates address checking delay at each node while

creating an environment which will support concurrent transmission.

3.2 Frame Format

The formats of Token and Data Message Frames used in the CTR

protocol are exactly the same as that specified in the IEEE 802.5 Token

Ring standard [ANSI85E]. They are shown in Figure 2.1 through 2.3.

When the Concurrent Token Ring protocol is used, the destination

node of a message will create an additional frame type called a Cut Frame

(CF) when it receives the message. The cut frame has the format shown in

Figure 3.1. Since it is truncated from a message frame, its format is the

same as the header of the message frame. The DA and SA fields are

included to indicate the source and destination of the original message.

Although the CF frame is created in the destination node, the source of the
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original message (content of SA field) will still be referred as the source

node for the CF frame to ease the following discussion.

3.3 Medium Access Method

As in a Token Ring network, a node having messages to transmit

must wait for and capture a token. If a free path exists for the message, the

node changes the token to a message frame and sends its message to its

destination. When the frame arrives at the following nodes, each node

relays the frame to its successor and also copies the frame into a local

buffer. When sufficient information is received to determine the destination

of the information, all non-destination nodes discard the stored data and

clear their buffers. The destination node continues to accept data from its

input path. However, it no longer transmits this data to its output link

after the SA field. It instead appends an ED (End Delimiter) field to the

partial frame it has already relayed. This forms a cut frame. The incoming

data is sent to the local host computer. The node then creates another

token frame to be transmitted immediately following the cut frame.

SD I 1 I DA I SA I DA

Figure 3.1 CTR Cut Frame Format
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I CF I CF I I CF I Token I

Figure 3.2 Condition Token Format

The combination of one or more cut frames followed by a token, as

depicted in Figure 3.2, is viewed by all other nodes as a special

"conditional token". It indicates that a portion of the ring, but not the

complete ring, is available for additional data transfer. Each node which

has a message to transmit can scan the source-destination address pair in

the conditional token to determine which portions of the ring are currently

in use. It is free to transmit its message if the portion of the ring between

itself and the destination of the message is unused by other data

transmission.

Sometimes, there is no cut frame on the ring. The token frame

circulates around the ring itself. This is true for at least the following two

cases:
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1) When the network is just initialized and the message

transmission has not been started, the active monitor generate a free token

to start the normal network operation.

2) When all the cut frames have been removed, the token frame will

circulates around the ring itself until it is captured by another node for

message transmission.

This single token is an unconditional token indicating that all the

links in the network are free and available for message transmission. A

message to any destination can be transmitted using the token.

Assume that a ring consists of N nodes linearly numbered from 0 to

N-1. Also assume that node p has data ready for transmission to node q. If

the source node of the passing conditional token (the source address of the

first cut frame) is r, then there is a free path for the frame waiting in node p

if:

(q-p) mod N + (p-r)mod N < N

If the node addresses are randomly assigned, each node must keep a

table indicating the order in which nodes are interconnected. Each entry in

the table contains a node number and the distance from that node to the

local station. All node numbers in the ring must be included in the table.

When a node is physically inserted into or deleted from the ring,

information must be broadcasted to all the nodes in the network to update

their tables.

When a cut frame is detected, the source node number is used to look

up the table to determine the free path length. The distance is compared
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with the number of hops from the local station to the destination of the

message to be transmitted. The comparison result determines if a free path

exists. Associative memories may be used to speed up the free path

checking operation.

If a free path exists, node p can start message transmission by

inverting the T bit in the token frame and putting its message on to the

ring. At this point there are two messages being transmitted concurrently

on the same ring.

When the second message frame reaches its destination node, it is

truncated to a cut frame and another token frame is appended to the end.

This process is repeated by all nodes in the ring. At most N messages

can be transmitted concurrently in a N node network. This happens in the

case that every node transmits to its successor.

All cut frames in the network are removed by their sources when they

loop back on the ring. As will be shown later, the first frame "looping back"

to a transmitting node will always be the cut frame created from its

message frame. Therefore, there is no need for nodes to wait and decode

destination addresses to determine if frame removal is necessary. The

address checking delay, required in conventional destination removal

protocols, is completely eliminated. Frames following the first cut frame are

transmitted on the ring for removal by subsequent source nodes.
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3.4 Priority Message Transmission

One important feature of the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring protocol is its

ability to support priority message transmission. This feature is preserved

in the CTR protocol.

When a frame arrives, each node scans the PPP bits which indicate

the priority level of the frame. These bits are saved in a token priority

register (Pr). In a conditional token that contains one or more cut frames

followed by a token, every cut frame,as well as the token frame, has a PPP

field. The PPP field in the preceding cut frame is always overwritten by the

following one. The priority level of the token frame at the end of the

conditional token streams will be used in making decisions concerning

message transmission. A node may transmit a message only if there is a

free path for the message and the priority of its message exceeds or is equal

to the value of Pr.

If the passing frame is not a token (T=1) or it is an unusable token,

the node wishing to transmit checks the RRR bits (priority reservation

level) in that frame. If the priority level of the message waiting for

transmission is higher than the priority reservation level of the frame, the

node updates the RRR bits to the priority level of the pending message.

Unusable token frames are those which the node can not use because there

is either no free path or the message priority level is too low.

When the destination node generates a token, it sets the priority level

(PPP) equal to either the reservation level of the current message frame

(RRR) or to the priority level of its own message, whichever is higher.
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While the priority control protocol allows messages with high priority

to be transmitted quickly, it may also reduce concurrency in the CTR

protocol. For better performance, high priority levels should be used

sparingly and the RRR bits should be set to 000 for most operations.

Priority message transmissions are not considered in the simulation

described in Chapter 6.

3.5 Node Interface Control Functions

The Concurrent token Ring controller utilizes all of the functions

provided by token Ring protocol adapter [TEXAS86]. However, several

additional status word and flags are introduced in each node interface to

provide information to the interface controller. For node i:

M[i] : The number of message frames in node i waiting for

transmission. If M[i] = 0, then there are no pending transmissions. M[i] is

incremented when the host computer generates a message for transmission.

It is decremented after node i transmits a message.

FP[i] : Free Path bit. FP[i] = 1 indicates that there is a free path for

the frame awaiting transmission. The value of FP[i] is determined by

examining the first cut frames in the conditional token which passes the

node. If FP[i] = 1, then node i can capture the following token and transmit

a message.

NR[i] : The cut frame Not Removed bit. After transmitting a message

frame, node i sets the NR[i] bit to 1 and then waits for the first cut frame to

arrive. This bit is cleared when the cut frame is removed.
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FF[i] : First frame expected bit. If FF[i] = 1, then node i will do a free

path check based on information provided by the first cut frame. It clears

FF[i] after the first cut frame passes by to disable further free path

checking. This bit is set back to one when the node detects a token frame or

a message frame.

In addition to these status words and flags, the buffer required in

each Concurrent Token Ring node interface must be capable of holding a

conditional token which may arrive while the node is busy transmitting a

message. It is never necessary to store a full data frame. The conditional

token will be retransmitted after the current frame transmission has ended.

With the above assumptions, the control function in each node is

given in the following sections. In the explanation, Pr[i], Rr[i] are two

registers used by node i to record the priority level and priority reservation

level of the most recently received frame. PM[i] stores the priority level of

the first message in node i. If there is no message in node i, PM[i] is set to

0.

1) When a new frame is generated by the host computer of node i,

M[i] is incremented by one.

2) When NR[i] = 0 and a new frame arrives, node i will relay the

incoming frame with one bit of delay, and copy the incoming frame to a

buffer. If MM. 0 , Node i simply relays whatever it receives. Otherwise,

node i will record the PPP bits in Pr[i] and continue to check the incoming

frame. If it is a token and FP[i] =1 and PM[i] >= Pr[i], node i can capture

the token and convert it to a message frame. At the same time, node i

decrements M[i] and sets NR[i]=1.
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If FP[i]=0 or PM[i] < Pr[i] when a token is received, the node cannot

start transmission because either ring resources are not available or the

available resources are reserved for messages with higher priority. In this

case, node i makes its reservation for a higher priority token by setting the

RRR bits in the token to PM[i] if PM[i] exceeds the reservation level (RRR

field) of the token. Node i then sets its FF[i] and FP[i] flags and waits for

the next token or conditional token to arrive.

If the incoming frame is not a token (T=0), Node i sets the RRR field

of the frame and the Rr[i] register of the node to Max(RRR,PM[i]) and then

searches the remainder of the frame for the destination address.

If the node number matches the destination address, then the frame

must be a message frame rather than a cut frame. Node i then stops

relaying the portion of the frame following the source address and appends

an ED to the data stream to form a cut frame. A token with priority of Rr[i]

and priority reservation level of 0 is generated and appended to the end of

the cut frame.

If the node is not the destination of the frame and FF[i]=1, then FP[i]

is adjusted according to the result of address computations. Node i can

determine whether the frame is a cut frame or a message frame based on

the presence of the ED sequence immediately following the source address

field. If the frame is a message frame, node i sets FP[i] and waits until the

end of the frame before returning to 2).

If the frame is a cut frame, node i will clear FF[i], to indicate no

further address checking is necessary, and return to step 2 to scan the next

frame.
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3) If NR[i]=1 and a new frame arrives, node i will discard the

incoming frame and clear NR[i]. The new frame will always be a cut frame

with fixed length. After removing the cut frame, it returns to 2.

Pseudocode for the controller function is included in Appendix B.

3.6 Removal of Cut Frames

In the Concurrent Token Ring protocol, the source node introduces a

message frame. The destination node truncates the frame to form a cut

frame. The source node must remove the cut frame. There is no

uncertainty as to which frame to remove and when to remove it since it is

always the first frame to arrive at the source node after its transmission.

In order to verify the above conclusion, consider the situation in

which a given source node transmits a frame by converting a token

following k cut frames.

If k=0, one node, say node m, captures a token and transmits its

message frame. After the frame is cut by the destination node to become a

cut frame, CF(m), another node, node n, may transmit another message

frame following CF(m). After the second message frame is cut to CF(n)

other nodes may participate if required network resources are available.

Each transmitting node sets its NR bit to one after its transmission.

Since messages are transmitted on the ring in a round robin fashion,

the following two points must be true.

1) CF(m) will always arrive at node m before CF(n) and other frames.

CF(n) will be second in the train of frames.
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2) The only nodes which have their NR flag set to one are the nodes

which have transmitted messages following CF frames. CF(m) will arrive at

node m before it arrives at other nodes which have the NR flag set to one.

Therefore, CF(m) will be the first frame to arrive at node m after it

transmits a message frame.

When k=1, assume that node m is the source node of the first cut

frame CF(m). Node n sends the second message frame immediately after

CF(m) passes. After the second frame is cut to CF(n) by its destination,

another message frame may be appended to it by another node, say node o.

Obviously, CF(n) will follow CF(m) to arrive at node m. However, CF(m)

will be removed by node m. Therefore, CF(n) will be the head of the train of

frames after passing through node m. Because the frames will go through

all the nodes in a round robin fashion, CF(n) will arrive node n before node o

and any other nodes that have transmitted a message frame. Thus, CF(n)

will be the first frame that arrives at node n after it transmit the message.

Assume the premise is true for k = x. When k x+1, there are x+1

frames immediately before the CF frame being considered, say CF(p), whose

source node is node p. There are zero or more frames following it. These

frames are transmitted by nodes q,r etc. The first x+1 CF frames will be

removed by their source nodes and CF(p) will be the first frame to arrive at

node p after it has transmitted the frame. Thus, CF(p) will be removed by

node p and the frames following CF(p) will be retransmitted by node p to

the nodes downstream.

If an error occurs in the address fields of a message frame, the

destination node may not be able to recognize and truncate the frame. In
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this case, the whole message frame, instead of a cut frame, will loop back to

the source. If the source node finds that the first frame to arrive is not a cut

frame, it will continue to remove the whole frame until the End Delimiter is

met. It then relays the frames following the message. The message will be

retransmitted when a usable token loops back.

Assume that the data transmission is error free, a malfunction of

the source node may also cause the cut frame not to be removed. If there is

another source node in the network, the cut frame will arrive at and be

removed by the second source node. The source node may decode the source

address while removing the frame. A mismatch in the source address

indicates that the cut frame it is removing is not the one it should remove.

It then continues to remove the following cut frames until the correct one is

removed. If there is only one source node in the network and/or the SA

field is changed during transmission, the cut frame may loop around the

ring more than once. The "active monitor node" as in the Token Ring will

detect and abort its circulation.

3.7 Token Initialization

A new token needs to be generated in at least the following three

cases:

1) When the network is initially powered up, a token must be initially

generated by one node in the network.

2) Due to transmission error or other network malfunction, a token frame

may be mistakenly changed by some nodes in the network. It
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is no longer a token. A new token is needed in this case to

recover from the malfunction.

3) After truncating the message frame, the destination node fails to

generate a new token.

The process to generate a new token is distributed among all the

nodes in the network. Any node may try to generate a new token when it

has not detected one for a certain period of time. Because of this distributed

feature, the generation of a new token is a contention process. Only the

successful node will be allowed to generate a token.

A watch-dog timer, called Token-Time-Out, is implemented in each

node interface. Every time a node detects a token circulating around the

ring, it resets and restarts its Token-Time-Out. Whenever this watch-dog

timer times out, the node will enter the token generation contention mode.

It then broadcasts a special frame called Monitor Contention frame to all

the nodes. All the nodes that receive this frame keep silent until a token is

received.

If there is only one node broadcasting a Monitor Contention frame,

this frame will loop back to the source node unchanged. The source node

then becomes the active monitor node and transmits a token frame to the

network. At this point, the ring network enters its normal operation status.

However, if another node in the network enters the monitor

contention mode before it receives the first Monitor Contention frame, that

node will transmit another Monitor Contention frame. In this case, the first

source node will receive the second Monitor Contention frame and the
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second source node will receive the first Monitor Contention frame. Both of

these source nodes will find the mismatch between the frame received and

the one they have introduced. Both will enter a delay period and wait for a

random length of time and restart the contention process. This contention

process is repeated until a token is generated.

3.8 Performance Considerations

For the Token Ring, a frame requires the whole ring when

transmitted. If the message generation rate for each node in the network is

M frames per second and the average frame length is L bits, then the total

data rate is NML bits/second. Since each frame will go through all the N

nodes. The total network communication load will be NNML bit-

hops/second.

In the Concurrent Token Ring protocol, a frame uses only the section

of ring from source node to the destination node. Only the first H bits in the

frame will travel the section of the ring from destination node to the source.

Consider the symmetric traffic condition in which the source and

destination node of a frame are uniformly distributed among all the nodes

in the network. The message frame of L bits will only travel, on average,

half the length of the ring. The first H bits will travel the remaining

portion. The total communication load of the network will be NNML/2 +

NNHM/2 bit-hops/second. This is much smaller than that of Token Ring

since H«L. This simple analysis strongly suggests that the performance

will be better than that of Token Ring.

The performance improvement of Concurrent Token Ring over the

destination removal protocols like the Register Insertion Ring lies in its
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short loop latency. In light traffic conditions, there is very low queuing time

for messages. The loop latency constitutes the main part of the message

delay. So CTR protocol has better performance than the Register Insertion

Ring protocol under low traffic condition.

As message density increases, the message queuing time increases

and can not be neglected. The improvement of the Concurrent Token Ring

over the Register Insertion Ring becomes smaller and smaller.

Under very heavy traffic conditions, the Register Insertion Ring can

yield a concurrency of two. The simulation results to be presented in

Chapter 6 show that the achievable average concurrency of Concurrent

Token Ring protocol is 1.28. It is lower than that of the Register Insertion

Ring protocol. Hence, Concurrent Token Ring gets saturated faster than

the Register Insertion Ring and it has a longer average message delay than

its Register Insertion Ring cousin.

Register Insertion Ring is a packet or message switching protocol. A

node can transmit a message whenever its output link is free. A message

may arrive at a node that is currently transmitting another message. A

large buffer is needed in every node interface controller to hold the incoming

messages which may arrive while the node interface is transmitting a

message. The buffered message will be retransmitted upon finishing the

current transmission.

The Concurrent Token Ring protocol is a circuit switching protocol. A

node will not transmit a message unless a free path exists. There is no need

for each node to have a large buffer to hold incoming messages. The only

buffer needed in each node interface is to hold a conditional token that
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might arrive during the time that the node is busy transmitting.

The performance of the Concurrent Token Ring is simulated and the

results are presented in Chapter 6. These results are compared with those

of Token Ring and Register Insertion Ring protocols.
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CHAPTER 4

ALTERNATIVE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

IN CONCURRENT TOKEN RING

4.1 Overview

In general, there may be several messages waiting for transmission

in the queue of each node. These messages may have different destinations.

In the basic CTR protocol, as explained in Chapter 3, a node may capture a

conditional token and start to transmit a message only when the first

message in the queue has a free path.

When there is no free path for the first message in the queue, there

may be one for another message. However, in the basic CTR protocol, the

free path is simply wasted and the message cannot be transmitted since the

Node Interface Controller only checks the first message for free path

computation. Not all the available resources can be utilized in the basic

CTR protocol.

The network concurrency could be further increased if the node could

bring the message that has a free path to the head of the queue and start to

transmit it. In the case that several messages have free paths, the method

of selecting the message to transmit could also affect the performance of the

network. This chapter suggests several scheduling algorithms to select a

message for transmission.

4.2 The First Deliverable Message Transmission (FDMT-CTR)

The FDMT algorithm will select and transmit the first message that

has a free path and use the conditional token to transmit the message. It
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works as follows: When a conditional token arrives, the Node Interface

Controller sequentially checks the messages in the queue. The distance to

the destination of each message is compared with the length of the free path

indicated by the conditional token. If a message is found to have a free

path, the checking process stops and the message found is called the First

Deliverable Message in the queue. The node then brings that message to

the head of the queue and transmits it onto the ring. The CTR protocol

using this algorithm is called the FDMT-CTR protocol.

The major computation involved in this algorithm is the sequential

free path checking. There may be, in general, several messages in one node

and each message may have a different length and a different destination.

The Node Interface Controller must know where each message starts in the

buffer and where its destination address is located in order to compute the

free path and to transmit the message. Two methods can be used for this

purpose. The first method is to use a linked list mechanism to link all the

messages in the queue. The other is to use an additional cache buffer to

hold this information.

4.2.1 Linked List Buffer Structure

The main buffer in the Node Interface Controller is structured as a

linked list as shown in Figure 4.1. Each message in the queue has four

fields. The first field, called Next_Ptr, indicates the start address of the

next message. If the message is the last one in the queue, this field

contains a NIL which is not a valid address in the buffer. The second field

contains the destination address of the message. The third field contains
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the length of the message in bytes. The last field is the data field and

contains the data and control information of the message.

The pointer Head contains the start address of the first message in

the queue. Let [x] denote the content of the location whose address is x.

Then [ Head ] is the start address of the first message. [[Head]] is the start

address of the second message. When a node gets a chance to transmit, it

will transmit the message whose start address is [Head]. After

transmission, Head is updated to [Head] to point to the second message.

Tail contains the start address of the last message. When a new message

is received from the host station, it is put into the buffer at location

NewAddr. Several updating operations are needed in the following order:

1) [Tail] <--- NewAddr;
2) Tail <--- NewAddr;
3) [Tail] <--- NIL.

The Distance of a message is defined as the number of hops from the

source node of the message to its destination node. Let D be the distance of

a message, then for a ring network with a linear node numbering system,

we can easily find that

D = (Dest. node Source node ) MOD N.

Consider the i-th message in node Src. Suppose its destination node

number is saved in location k. Its distance then can be found as : D[i]=([k] -

Src) MOD N.

Let FL = (SA_of CutFrame Src) MOD N be the length (number of

hops) of the free path indicated by the passing conditional token. The i-th

message has a free path if and only if : D[i] < =FL.
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Head -->

Message 1

Message 2

Tail --->

Message m

Next_ptr 0-4.

Dest_Node_Number

Message Length

Dat

Next_ptr 4.---.

Dest_Node_Number

Message Length

Data

.......

_.....,::,.-----------------------

i
NIL

Dest_Node_Number

Message Length

Data

Figure 4.1 Message Buffer Structure
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For a network using a random node numbering system, D[i] and FL

can be found easily by looking up the node distance table which has been

discussed in Chapter 3.

Let found be a global tag variable that indicates the existence of a

free path. It is set to TRUE if a free path has been found to exist for at least

one message in the node. It is set to FALSE otherwise. We define two

temporary variables runptrl and runptr2. Both of them are address type.

We assume each address is Add_Size (Address Size) bytes long. With the

above definitions and assumptions, the psuedocode of the algorithm to select

the first deliverable message is shown in Figure 4.2.

Procedure find_first_message;
Var runptrl, runptr2 : address;
begin
found := FALSE;
runptrl := Head;
While (runptrl<>NIL) and

((((runptrl+Addr_Size)-Src) MOD N)>FL) do
begin
runptr2:= runptrl;
runptrl:= (runptrl);

end;
If runptr <> NIL then

begin
(* Move selected message to head of Queue *)
found := TRUE;
(runptr21:= frunptril;
trunptr1):= Head;
Head := runptrl;

end;
end;

Figure 4.2 FDMT-CTR Algorithm Using Linked List
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4.2.2 Cache Buffer Structure

An alternative to the linked list structure is to use a cache buffer

structure, in which a small high speed cache memory is used to implement

an address buffer that stores only the first three fields of each message. The

structure of the cache memory is shown in Figure 4.3. The searching and

free path checking is carried out in the cache buffer. When a message is

selected, the corresponding data field in the main buffer is transmitted.

This will greatly decrease the searching time.

Each entry in this cache buffer corresponds to one message that is

waiting for transmission in the main buffer. The first field is the Distance

of the message. The second field, Buffer_address, is a pointer that

indicates the message's starting address in the main buffer of the source

node. The transmission of the message will start from this location. The

last field, message_length, tells the length in bytes of each message. The

Head is the index to the first message in the queue and Tail is the index to

the last.

The messages can be checked sequentially in this cache buffer. Let

Found_index be a global variable that contains the index of the first

message that has a free path if one has been found. It is set to zero if there

is no free path found for any message.

The algorithm to select the first message that has a free path is

shown in Figure 4.4.



Head -->

Tail

Distance Buffer_Addr. Massage_Length

Figure 4.3 Cache Buffer Structure

Procedure find_first_message;
Var i: integer;
begin
found := FALSE;
found_index :=0;

:= Head;
While (i<=Tail) and (Mil > FL) do

i:= (i +1) MOD size_of_the_buffer;
If i <= Tail then
begin
found := TRUE;
found_index := i;

end;
end;

Figure 4.4 Algorithm to Select the 1-st Deliverable
Message Using Cache Address Buffer
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The speed of this searching operation can be greatly increased if

associate memory (content addressable memory) is used for this cache

buffer. The distance field can be used as the searching key. The index of

the first message that has a free path can be found easily by a single

associative searching operation.

If found is returned as TRUE, there is one message found to have a

free path. That message is indexed by found_index. The transmission will

start in the main buffer from the location Buffer address[found_index]. At

the same time, the entry found_index is deleted from the cache buffer and

all the entries following found_index is moved one position ahead. As there

are generally not many messages waiting in each node, this updating is very

fast and can be finished during the message transmission.

The algorithm to transmit the message of entry found_index at the

main buffer is shown in Figure 4.5. In some networks, the entry deletion

operation may wait until the message has been acknowledged.

When the Node Interface Controller receives a message from the host,

it puts the message in the main buffer. At the same time, it increments Tail

and puts the destination node number and the main buffer address in the

cache buffer entry indexed by Tail. Figure 4.6 shows the algorithm to

receive a message from the host with the assumption that there are at most

E entries in the cache buffer.
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Procedure Transmit message;
Begin
If Head <> Tail then
begin
Wait for conditional Token to arrive;
find_first message;
IF not found
then
No free path or no message to transmit

else
begin
Trans. message Buffer address (found_index);
If found_index < Tail then
begin
For i := found_index+1 to tail do
begin
Dest_node_numfi-1) := Dest_node_num[i];
Buffer_address(i-1) := Buffer_address(i);

end;
Tail := Tail -1;
end;

end;
end;

End;

Figure 4.5 Algorithm to Transmit a Message Using Cache
Address Buffer

Procedure Receive_message_from_host;
begin
Tail := (Tail +l) MOD E;
If (Tail = Head ) OR (main buffer full)
then
Reject the new message

else
begin
Put the message in the main buffer;
Dest_node_num(Tail):=Destination node number

of message;
Buffer_address(Taill:=Main Buffer address

of message
end;

end;

Figure 4.6 Algorithm to Receive a Message from Host
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The communication channels are utilized more efficiently in the

networks using the FDMT algorithm than in the networks using the basic

CTR protocol. In the basic CTR protocol, sections of links may not be used

because there is no free path for the first message in the node's waiting

queue. If the FDMT algorithm is used, these sections of the ring can be

used to transmit other messages that have shorter distances. So it is not

surprising that this algorithm supports higher concurrency. This

performance improvement has been verified by the simulation results

shown in Chapter 6.

4.2.3 Design Issues of the FDMT Algorithm

1. Time Restriction on the Free Path Checking Operation

In a real network, the sequential free path checking operation must

be finished before the token bit arrives. In the worst case, there is only one

cut frame in the conditional token. The number of bits from the end of SA

in the cut frame to the token bit in the conditional token is twenty. This

can be seen from the frame format of the conditional token shown in Figure

3.2. For the transmission rate of two megabits/second, it will take ten

microseconds. The node that has messages in its queue and receives the

conditional token must decide which message to transmit within this time

period. The linked list structure may have difficulty meeting this timing

requirement.

The introduction of the cache buffer greatly increases the free path

checking speed for the following two reasons.
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a) The size of the cache buffer is much smaller than the main buffer. Fast

access storage devices can be used to increase the operation

speed.

b) Sequentially Searching a linear array is faster than searching a linked

list. It is even much faster to perform an associate searching

in a content addressable memory.

2. Memory management

When a message is transmitted from the main buffer, a hole is left in

the memory. After several transmissions, the memory may be fragmented

and large messages may not be able to be loaded. The memory management

functions in the operating system should control the access of the memory.

A relocation may be needed to move message within the main buffer when a

new message fails to be loaded while there is still enough total memory

space left.

4.2.4 Problems Associated with FDMT Algorithm

In the FDMT-CTR protocol, messages with longer distances may

suffer longer delays in the network than messages with shorter distances.

When a conditional token indicating a free path of FL hops passes a node,

the probability that a message can be transmitted using this conditional

token decreases as the distance of this message increases. This can be

shown as follows.

Let D be the distance of an arbitrary message and also assume that

FL, the free path length, is uniformly distributed between 1 to N, then. The

probability that the message has a free path can be expressed as:
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P(path free) = P(D <= FL)

= (N-D)/N = 1- D/N (Eq. 4.1)

A message with distance D can be transmitted if and only if it has a

free path and there is no free path for the messages before it in the waiting

queue. Thus,

P(message can be transmitted) =

P(path free)*P(No free path for messages before it)

Assume that other messages in the queue have a uniform destination

distribution. Consider the i-th message in the queue. The distance of this

message is Di.

PE (FL a. Di) and (FL c Dk for all lik<i)

N , FL
Nn.4)1 (Eq. 4.2)

With the above assumption and reasoning, the probability that a

message will be transmitted verses its distance is computed and plotted in

Figure 4.7. In the plot, i indicates the message's position in the waiting

queue. If i=1, the message is the first message in the queue. If i=2, it is the

second and so on. We can see from the plots that for any i, the longer the

distance of a message, the less its chance is to be transmitted using the

passing conditional token.
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Under very heavy traffic conditions, every node has many messages

waiting for transmission, the short distance messages can be transmitted

very quickly while the long distance messages may be left in the queue

forever. This algorithm is not fair for long distance messages.
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4.3 The Longest Distance Deliverable Message Transmission(LDDMT-CTR)

The second algorithm proposed is to select and transmit the message

that has a free path and has the longest distance. The longer the distance,

the lower the probability that it may have a free path. It is more fair that

the message with longer distance be transmitted first if it has a free path.

The messages with shorter distances can more easily get a chance for

transmission at a later time.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 4.8. This control algorithm can be

viewed as a priority queuing operation. There are N queues in each node

interface controller. Queue i is for the messages with a distance of i hops.

The priority of each queue is in the order of N, N-1, N-2, ..., 2,1.

When a conditional token arrives, the distance of the free path FL is

computed. The message to be transmitted will be selected from queue FL.

If there are no messages in queue FL, then the node chooses a message from

queue FL-1. This procedure is continued until a message is found and

transmitted. If all the queues from FL down to one are empty, the node

simply relays the token and waits for the next chance to transmit. The

messages with the same distance are transmitted in a FIFO discipline.

This interpretation also suggests a way to design the node interface

controller. Multiple queues can be built physically or logically using N

linked list. When a message arrives from the host computer, its distance is

computed. It is put in the appropriate queue according to the computation.

The transmission will be selected using this priority multiple queue

structure.
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Procedure find_message_to_transmit;
Var index : integer;
begin

found := TRUE;
runptrl := Head;
runptr2 := NIL;
found_first:= FALSE;
While (runptrl <> NIL) do
begin

IF (((runptrl] -Src) MOD N) <=
(SA_of_CutFrame-Src) MOD N))

then
begin

if found_first=FALSE
then
begin

found_first := TRUE;
Longest_Ptr:=runptrl;
BackPtr :=runptr2;

end
else
begin
IF (((runptrl) -Src) MOD N)>
(((Longest_Ptr)-Src) MOD N) then

begin
Longest_Ptr := runptrl;
Back_ptr := runptr2;

end;
end;

end;
runptr2:= runptr;
runptrl:= (runptrl];

end;

If found_first = TRUE then
begin
found := TRUE;
(Back_Ptr) := (Longest_ptr);
( Longest_ptr) := Head;
Head := Longest_ptr;

end;
end;

Figure 4.8 The LDDMT-CTR Algorithm
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4.4.The Shortest Distance Deliverable Message Transmission (SDDMT-

CTR)

Under very heavy traffic condition, maximum concurrency can be

achieved if the message with the shortest distance is transmitted first. The

best case is one in which each node has one or more messages whose

distance is one. In this case, at most N messages can be transmitted

concurrently.

The problem with this algorithm is that it intentionally discriminates

against long distance messages. They have very low priority since the free

path of a message with a long distance can always be used to transmit a

message with short distance, but the reverse is not true. The message with

distance K will not be able to be transmitted until all messages with

distance K-1 or less have been transmitted. Under very heavy traffic

density, the long distance messages may not be able to get a chance to be

transmitted.

The control function for this algorithm is similar to that described in

section 4.3 except that the longer shall be changed to shorter. If the

network uses a priority queue mechanism, the priority of the queues should

be changed to the reverse order.

4.5 Reserve High Priority Token for the Delayed Message

As was mentioned earlier, the problem associated with FDMT

algorithm is that the longer distance messages have less chance to be

transmitted. Under very heavy traffic conditions, messages with very long

distance may never be transmitted.
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Another way to solve this problem is to set a time out limit for each

message. Whenever a message reaches its time limit, that node will make

a reservation for the next token at a higher priority level. The node then

brings that message to the head of the queue. The next token will be

reserved for the message that reaches the time-out limit. If there is no free

path for that message, the node will pass the token to the next node along

the ring. It will not transmit other messages even though there is a free

path. If the message reaches its next time-out limit, the node may raise the

token priority reservation level. This process is repeated until the message

is transmitted.
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CHAPTER 5

DRUID RING: A CONCURRENT TRANSMISSION AND SHORT

LOOP LATENCY RING PROTOCOL

5.1 Overview

The Concurrent Token Ring protocol described in the last chapters

employes a new destination partial removal technique to support concurrent

message transmission while eliminating the address checking delay.

The links in the CTR network are still not fully utilized since a node

can start message transmission only when the received conditional token

indicates there is a complete free path for its message. It can not transmit

messages when part of the path is busy although the other part is free. The

free links are simply wasted.

The concurrency can still be improved if a node uses a random access

technique and starts message transmission whenever the output link of the

node is free. However, the free output link does not guarantee a free path to

the destination. There may exist some busy nodes between the source and

the destination of the message. The message must be buffered in the busy

nodes and delivered to its destination at a later time.

The purpose of this chapter is to propose a new medium access

protocol based on the combination of the random access and destination

partial removal techniques. The random access technique maximizes the

average concurrency. Whereas, the destination partial removal eliminates

the address checking delay in each intermediate node. This protocol is
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called DRUID (Destination Removal withoUt Intermediate node Delay)

ring [XU8813].

5.2. Medium Access Method

Two kinds of frames can be found in a DRUID ring network, message

frames and cut frames. Their formats are shown in Figure 5.1.a and 5.1.b,

respectively. The cut frames for the DRUID ring protocol have a different

format from those used in the CTR protocol. SA field is include in CTR cut

frames for free path checking. It is not included here since there is no free

path checking operation in DRUID ring protocol.

I SD I DA I SA I Information I CS I ED I

a) Message Frame Format

b) CF Frame Format

Figure 5.1 DRUID Ring Protocol Frame Formats
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In a ring network using DRUID protocol, each node interface has an

input FIFO buffer (Bufferl) which holds temporarily the incoming frames

that may be eventually delivered to the local host station or forwarded to

the next node along the ring. Another FIFO local buffer (Buffer2) is used to

hold the messages received from the local host computer intended for

transmission on the ring.

A node which has messages to transmit checks first if there is any

data traffic going through the node interface (carrier sensing). If a passing

data stream is detected, the node waits until the current transmission

finishes. It initiates message transmission if there is no carrier detected (if

its input link is free).

During the time that the node is busy transmitting or relaying a

message, it will put any messages received from the local host computer on

its local waiting buffer (Buffer2) and routes any incoming data stream to its

input buffer (Bufferl). If the incoming message is destined for the local

node, then it is sent to the host computer as soon as the destination address

arrives. At the non-destination node, the message will wait in Bufferl for

future relaying.

When the current transmission is over, the node checks first if there

are any messages waiting in Bufferl. The messages in Bufferl are

transmitted first. Otherwise, Buffer2 is checked and the pending messages

waiting in it are transmitted.

If the node is not transmitting and a frame arrives, the node copies

the incoming messages to its input buffer (Bufferl). At the same time, it

relays the message to the next node in the ring.
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As soon as the destination address fields of the frame arrives, the

node can determine if it is the destination node. All non-destination nodes

will discard the contents of their buffer and continue to relay the incoming

message. The destination node truncates the passing frame to create a cut

frame (CF) by terminating the relay of the message frame after the

destination address. It then appends an ED field to the partially relayed

frame. The entire incoming frame is delivered to the local host .

The cut frame can be easily identified from the existence of an ED

field immediately following the DA field of the frame. It travels along the

ring like other frames until it reaches a node which is busy transmitting a

message. At this node, it is put in the interface's input buffer where it is

identified and discarded.

5.3. Node Interface Structure

The functional structure of a node interface is shown in Figure 5.2.

In each node interface there are two FIFO data buffers. Buffer 1 is

used to hold the incoming data frames from the upstream node. Buffer 2

stores the message frames from the local host station. The size of each

buffer must be bigger than or at least equal to the maximum message size

in the network

The switch (SW) may be in one of the four positions. In position 1,

the incoming frame is forwarded to the downstream nodes with one bit

delay. In position 2, the buffered data frame in Buffer1 is transmitted. In

position 3, the data stream from local station, which is temporarily stored in

Buffer2 is transmitted. When SW is in position 4, the node interface will
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transmit an End Delimiter. In all of the last three cases, the incoming data

stream is stored in Bufferl.

The incoming frame is checked by the decision circuit (DC) for the

following purposes :

1) carrier sensing: detect whether or not there is any data stream passing

through the node interface.

2) delimiter detecting: detect the start and the end delimiter so that the

boundary of the frames can be identified and the address field

can be recognized.

3) address decoding: decode the destination address.

The control circuit (CC) gathers all the related information and

issues control signals to other parts in the node interface to ensure correct

operation.

5.4 Transmission Control Algorithm

The node interface operations are explained as follows :

(1) Initially, SW is in position 1. If any traffic arrives, it is forwarded

to the next node through the one bit delay and the switch. At the same

time, DC detects the data stream and notifies the control circuit that there

is an active data stream. A copy of the data stream is stored in Bufferl.
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Figure 5.2 Node Interface Structure
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DC then skips the delimiter and decodes the destination address. If

the destination address does not match the local node number, the interface

discards the received information in its buffer. The DC continues to scan

the incoming frame, without storing it, until the end delimiter is found. The

same procedure is repeated for the following frames. If, however, the DC

finds that the incoming frame is addressed to the local station, the control

circuit immediately switches SW to position 4 and appends another

delimiter to the on going data frame. The complete data frame is brought

into Bufferl and delivered to the local host station. The one bit delay allows

the interface to decode the address and to switch SW.

At the same time, if the local station has some data to transmit, the

data is put into Buffer2 waiting for transmission.

(2) After relaying a frame or transmitting a buffered frame, the

control circuit checks if there are more frames in the two buffers. If Bufferl

is not empty, SW is switched to position 2 to transmit the buffered data.

Otherwise, it checks Buffer2 and switches to position 3 if not empty. Thus,

the data stream in Bufferl has high priority. This prevents the local node

from monopolizing the ring and reduces the size requirement for Buffer 1.

However, the service is non-preemptive. Whenever a frame transmission

has been started, it will continue transmitting until finished. Since the

node transmits messages at the same rate as incoming messages arrives.

Bufferl will never become overflow if its size is bigger than or equal to the

maximum message size.

When SW is in positions 2 ,3 or 4, the incoming frame is detected by

the DC and routed to Buffer 1. The DC decodes the address field following
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the delimiter. If it is addressed to the local node, the frame is then

delivered to the host station. If not, the DC keeps checking the following

field to determine if it is a delimiter. If it is another delimiter, the frame is

identified as a cut frame. The head pointer of Bufferl is reset to the

original position to discard the cut frame. If it is not a delimiter, the frame

is a data frame and is stored in Buffer 1 for future transmission.

(3) As soon as the two buffers become empty, SW is reset to position

1.

5.5 Performance Consideration

If the destination node is not busy when a message arrives, it will

truncate the message to a cut frame. The cut frame then travels along the

ring until it is removed. This is a part of the total traffic load on the DRUID

ring network. Since the cut frame does not carry useful information, the

total cut frame traffic load must be much smaller than the regular message

traffic load in order not to greatly reduce the network performance.

Figure 5.3 shows the simulated cut frame distances ( D ) for a

network of 64 nodes. Based on the same assumption given in Section 2.5,

the total cut frame traffic in the network is then NMHD bit-hops/second

compared with the message traffic of NMLN/2. Since H«L and D is

comparable to N/2 under normal traffic condition, the effect of cut frames on

the total traffic load can be neglected. This approximation is verified by the

simulation results.

If the traffic density is very low, the distance that the CF travels

before removal could be very large. However, these cut frames will not have
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any effect on the network performance because they will circulate around

the ring only when nodes have no messages to transmit.

After neglecting the effect of cut frames on total traffic load, the

average message delay in this network can be found using the same

methods used in the analysis of Register Insertion Ring protocol.

The message delay consists of three parts:

Ti: The waiting time in queue 2 of the source node.

T2: The sum of the waiting time in queue 1 of each intermediate

node.

T3: The sum of the one bit delay in each intermediate node. Note

that the signal propagation time can also be included in this part.

In the symmetric traffic case, the mean number of intermediate nodes

that a frame traverses to reach its destination is (N/2-1). So we have

T = Ti + (N/2-1)*(T2+T3) (Eq. 5.1)

Ti and T2 have been found by Liu as in the following formula. In

the formula, the message length is assumed to have a general distribution

with a mean of L bits and a second order moment of a2. C is the channel

transmission rate.

Ti 71
Nma2

4C(NC-ML)

NMa2T2 2 (NC -ML)(2C

(Eq. 5.2)

(Eq. 5.3)
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T3 can be found easily as 1/C, where C is the data bit rate of the

network.

The difference between this protocol and the Register Insertion Ring

protocol is the term (N/2-1)*T3. This is the address checking delay in all the

intermediate nodes. Under light traffic condition, Ti and T2 are very small,

and T3 plays the most important part in the average message delay. In the

Register Insertion Ring protocol, T3 =11/C. The difference between the two,

(N/2-1)*(H-1)/C, is considerable for large N.

As traffic increases, the effect of the term T3 becomes smaller and

smaller. So the difference between the performance of the two protocols

becomes smaller and eventually becomes insignificant. When the traffic

density increases to a certain level, the destination node will always be

busy transmitting when a frame arrives. Under these conditions, the node

does not generate cut frames and the DRUID Ring protocol will work in the

same way as regular destination removal protocols.

The performance improvement over concurrent token ring is obvious.

In very light traffic, a node can transmit immediately when the message is

ready. There is no need to wait for the token. In heavy traffic, any node can

start message transmission when its output link is free. When the traffic

density reaches a level such that every node always has messages in its

queues, all the links in the network will be utilized all the time. However,

in CTR protocol, a node can not start transmission even if its output link is

free if there is no free path for the messages in that node. The

communication links are less utilized. So the DRUID ring protocol has

higher throughput than the CTR protocol. The message delay time in
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DRUID ring is shorter than CTR protocol under both light and heavy traffic

conditions. Since Token Ring does not support concurrent transmission, the

DRUID ring has much shorter average message delay than Token Ring.

The simulation results are presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

6.1 Overview

89

The performance of the DRUID Ring protocol, the Concurrent Token

Ring (CTR) protocol and their variations were simulated using Pascal

programs on an IBM-PC/AT computer. The simulation results were

compared with those of Token Ring and the Register Insertion Ring

protocols. The simulation and comparison results are presented in this

chapter.

6.2 Simulation Parameters and Implementation

The simulations are based on the following assumptions:

1) The number of nodes in the network is N. This number is entered

from the system keyboard. The maximum value is 64. It is also the default

value.

2) The number of queues in each node interface is Q. In the Token

Ring protocol and the CTR protocol simulation programs, there is only one

queue in each node. In the Register Insertion Ring protocol and the DRUID

Ring protocol simulation programs, there are two queues in each node

interface, one for the locally generated messages (corresponding to buffer2)

and the other for the messages received from the upstream node

(corresponding to bufferl). Each queue is implemented by a linked list.

3) The message length is a stochastic process with truncated

exponential distribution. The mean length is L bits per message. The value
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of L is entered from the system keyboard at the beginning of each program.

Let len be the message length and x be any arbitrary integer value. The

probability distribution function of len can be expressed as:

P(len=x) = 1-exp(-x/L) (Eq. 6.1 )

This exponential distributed process is generated from transforming

a uniformly distributed random process which is generated by the pseudo-

random number generator provided in the Pascal language.

let u be a random number uniformly distributed in the range of [0.0,

1.0] and

len = (L+1)*ln(u) (Eq. 6.2 )

It can be shown that len is exponentially distributed with an average

of L. It is then truncated to the maximum message length set in the

simulation program. The default value is 16384 bits.

It is assumed that the messages generated in each node are

independent. The messages generated in different nodes are also

independent and have the same distribution.

4) Message arrival in the whole network is a stochastic process with

Poisson distribution. Assume the average message rate is MN

messages/second, the probability that m messages will be generated per

second is



(um)k
e-( NM)

P[m=k (messages/sec.)] = '
kl

(Eq. 6.3)
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The source of each message is uniformly distributed among all the

nodes in the network. According to Hayes [HAYES84], the message arrival

in each node will also be a Poisson process with mean of M

messages/Second.

The generation of this Poisson distributed random process is based on

the fact that the inter-arrival time ofa Poisson distributed function with

traffic density MN is a random process with exponential distribution. The

mean of the inter-arrival time is 1/MN Seconds [HAYES84].

5) It is assumed that all the nodes transmit messages with the same

data rate. The data rate, denoted by C, is a constant value in the simulation

programs. It can be changed by modifying the constant variables. The

default value is set to 2 megabits per second.

6) Three traffic patterns were simulated for comparing results. The

first is the symmetric traffic pattern. In this pattern, the destination node

of any message is uniformly distributed among all the nodes in the network

except its source. Any message in node i is destined to any other node j in

the network with an probability of

P(destination = j) = 1 / (N-1) (Eq. 6.4)

In the best case traffic pattern, every node transmits to the node

immediately next to it. Assume that the data transmission is in the

direction of node 0-1-2-3-4- (N-1)-0. In the best case pattern, the

messages in node i are all destined for node (i+1) MOD N. The distance from
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the source node to the destination is always one hop. If the traffic density is

sufficiently high, as many as N frames can be transmitted concurrently

(node 0 transmits to node 1, node 1 to node 2, node 2 to 3, node N-2 to N-1

and node N-1 to 0). In this case, concurrent transmission protocols (CTR,

the Register Insertion Ring and DRUID Ring) would be expected to yield

much better performance than single transmission protocols (Token Ring).

The worst case pattern is one such that node i always transmits to

node (i-1) MOD N. One message, when transmitted, will occupy almost the

entire ring. The only free path is the link from node (i-1) MOD N to node i.

In this situation, there is hardly any concurrent transmission.

The best and worst traffic patterns may not have any practical value.

They are used here mainly for comparison purposes.

7) The main performance parameter simulated are the average

message delays versus traffic density. The message delay is defined to be

the interval between the time when the message is generated in the source

node and the time that the first bit of the message arrives at the destination

node. The transmission time for the message is not included. The

propagation delay of the communication media is not considered in the

simulation. It is constant and can be easily added to simulation results.

Other parameters simulated are the average concurrency for the CTR

protocol and the average cut frame distances for the DRUID Ring protocol.

The average concurrency is defined as the average number of

messages to be transmitted at any time instant. It determines the network

throughput.
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Let P(n) be the probability that n frames are being concurrently

transmitted. The average concurrency is computed using the following

formula:

Average Concurrency =
N-1
r n * P(n)
n=0

(Eq. 6.5)

In simulation, P(n) is computed by determining the fraction of the

simulation time period in which n frames are being transmitted.

The cut frame distance for DRUID Ring protocol is the average

number of hops that a cut frame will travel before it is removed from the

ring. In CTR protocol the cut frame will always be removed by its source

node, the cut frame distance will be N/2 for symmetric traffic, N-1 for best

case traffic and one for worst case traffic. In Token Ring and DLCN ring

network, the distance of cut frame has no meaning since they will never be

generated.

6.3 Simulation Results and Comparison

The simulation results of Token ring, Concurrent Token ring,

Register Insertion Ring and DRUID ring are presented in Figures 6.1

through 6.12. In these figures, the simulated results are plotted versus R,

the normalized traffic density. It is defined as the network message

traffic divided by the channel transmission rate ( C ). With the assumptions

given in section 6.1, it can be found to be:

NML/C.
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6.3.1 CTR Protocol vs. Token Ring Protocol

Figure 6.1 shows the average message delays for the two protocols in

light traffic conditions. Simulation results indicate that the performance of

Token Ring for all the three data traffic patterns (symmetric, worst case and

best case) are virtually the same because concurrent transmission is not

supported in this protocol no matter how long the distance from the source

to the destination of the message is. So only the symmetric pattern

performance for Token Ring protocol is plotted. It is about the same as that

of the CTR protocol using the worst case pattern. Figure 6.2 shows the

results under heavy traffic conditions while using the same data traffic

patterns.

For very light traffic conditions, the two protocols give about the

same results because there is almost no concurrent transmission.

Under normal traffic conditions, the decrease in average message

delay of the CTR protocol compared to that of Token Ring protocol becomes

clear as a result of concurrent message transmission. It can be seen from

Figure 6.2 that as the traffic density increases, Token ring becomes

saturated much faster than Concurrent Token Ring. This result is not

surprising since the latter supports concurrent message transmission. For

the best case traffic pattern, the average message delay in the CTR protocol

is much shorter than Token Ring protocol.
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6.3.2 Average Concurrency of the Basic CTR Protocol

The average concurrency of the CTR protocol is shown in Figure 6.3.

Under the light traffic conditions, there are relatively few messages

to transmit. Nodes in the network spend most of their time waiting for

messages from the host computer. The traffic density limits the network

concurrency. It increases linearly as a function of traffic density.

When the traffic increases to a level at which there are always

messages in each queue waiting for transmission, the concurrency

approaches unity for all of the networks. In the Token Ring protocol, the

concurrency cannot exceed one. It will remain constant as the traffic

density increases. When the basic CTR protocol is used with a symmetric

traffic pattern, concurrency increases linearly up to the point of 1.28. So the

CTR protocol has higher throughput than the Token Ring. It continues to

increase for the best case traffic pattern.

6.3.3 CTR Protocol vs. Register Insertion Ring Protocol

The performance improvement of concurrent Token Ring over the

other destination removal protocols such as the Register Insertion Ring lies

in its short loop latency. The comparison of these two protocols for light

traffic conditions is shown in Figure 6.4. In light traffic conditions, there is

insignificant message waiting time in the queue. The loop latency is the

major part of the total message delay. CTR protocol has shorter message

delay than the Register Insertion Ring protocol as the loop latency of the

former is shorter. As the number of the nodes in the network increases and
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the message header length increases, the performance improvement of CTR

protocol over the Register Insertion Ring protocol becomes larger.
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Under heavy traffic conditions, the message queuing time can not be

neglected. The average message delay of Register Insertion Ring protocol

becomes shorter than that of the CTR protocol. When the traffic density

increases to such a level that all the nodes have many message waiting for

transmission, all the links will be utilized all the time. For the symmetric

traffic pattern, a message will go, on average, N/2 hops to its destination.

Two messages, on average, can be transmitted at the same time. This is

higher than the concurrency of 1.28 in the CTR protocol. Hence, the

Register Insertion Ring has higher throughput than the Concurrent Token

Ring. The latter gets saturated faster than the former as is shown in Figure

6.4.

6.3.4. Performance of the FDMT-CTR Protocol

The analysis in Chapter 4 showed that the First Deliverable Message

Transmission (FDMT) algorithm used in the CTR protocol makes better

utilization of the network links and the network performance is thus

improved. This has been verified by the simulation results. The average

message delay of this protocol is compared with that of the basic CTR

protocol in Figure 6.5.

When there is no message or only one message residing in a node,

the FDMT-CTR protocol works in the same way as the basic CTR protocol.

The performance of the FDMT-CTR protocol is the same as the basic CTR

protocol under light traffic conditions. As the traffic density increases, there

will be more messages, on average, accumulated in each node. The

advantages of FDMT algorithm become clear. Figure 6.5 shows the
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protocol in terms of the average delay time.
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Since some links that are wasted in the basic CTR protocol can be

used to transmit messages in the FDMT-CTR protocol, the average

concurrency is also increased under heavy traffic conditions. The

simulation result is shown in Figure 6.6. A maximum of 1.5 can be achieved

using the FDMT algorithm compared with 1.28 in the basic CTR protocol.

This increase of average concurrency agrees with the analysis given in

Chapter 4.

6.3.5 Performance of LDDMT-CTR Protocol

Figure 6.7 shows the simulated average message delay for the

LDDMT (Longest Distance Deliverable Message Transmission) algorithm

used in CTR protocol. The simulation results of the basic CTR protocol is

replotted in this figure for comparison. The average concurrency of the

LDDMT-CTR protocol is included in Figure 6.6. The performance

improvement of this protocol can be seen from the shorter message delay

and higher average concurrency as shown in these two figures.

6.3.6 FDMT-CTR Protocol vs. LDDTM-CTR Protocol

It can been seen from Figures 6.5 and Figure 6.7 that both FDMT-

CTR and LDDMT-CTR algorithms improve the network performance over

the basic CTR protocol. Their message delays are replotted in Figure 6.8 for

comparison.

When there are no more than two messages in a queue, these two

algorithms work in exactly the same way. Their performances are the same

under light and normal traffic conditions.
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Under very heavy traffic conditions, the number of messages

accumulated in each queue increases. These two algorithms will schedule

message transmissions in different ways. As discussed in Chapter 4, the

FDMT-CTR protocol tends to transmit the messages with shorter distances.

More messages can be transmitted on the ring since each one uses only a

short path. Its average concurrency can be higher.

In the second algorithm, longer messages are transmitted first if they

have free paths. Some messages with very short message may be left in the

queue. Since the longer messages use more network links to transmit than

the shorter ones, the average concurrency in this protocol is lower than the

FDMT protocol. This has been shown by the curves given in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.8 shows that the average message delay of these two algorithms

are about the same.

6.3.7 DRUID Ring vs. Register Insertion Ring Protocols

The simulation results for the DRUID Ring protocol compared with

those of the Register Insertion Ring protocol are plotted in Figure 6.9 and

6.10 for light traffic and heavy traffic conditions, respectively. It can be

seen from the plots that under light traffic condition, DRUID protocol has a

much shorter message delay than its Register Insertion Ring cousin. This

result agrees with our analytical reasoning given in Chapter 5. These two

become closer as the traffic density get higher.

In very heavy traffic condition, these two protocols have about the

same performance since the message queuing time becomes the major part

of the total delay. The effect of the loop latency becomes very small

compared with the message queuing time.
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6.3.8 DRUID Ring Protocol vs. CTR Protocol

For all traffic conditions, DRUID Ring protocol has better

performance than the Concurrent Token Ring. The comparison of these two

are shown in Figure 6.11.

Under very light traffic conditions, the average delay of both the

DRUID Ring protocol and the CTR protocol are very short. This is because

the communication links are idle most of the time. There is very little

message waiting time and both protocols have a very short loop latency.

The simulation result shows that the average message delay of the DRUID

ring is slightly shorter than that of the CTR protocol. This agrees with the

reasoning given in Chapter 5. The nodes in the CTR protocol must wait for

a token to come before transmitting a message. This waiting time is

eliminated in the DRUID Ring protocol.

In heavy traffic conditions, the DRUID ring protocol has a much

shorter message delay than the CTR protocol. In the DRUID ring protocol,

any node can start message transmission when its output link is free.

When the traffic density reaches a level such that every node always has

messages in its queues, all the links in the network will be utilized all the

time. However, in the basic CTR protocol and its variations, a node can not

start transmission even if its output link is free if there is no free path for

the messages. The communication links are less utilized. Therefore the

DRUID ring protocol has higher throughput than the CTR protocol.
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Although both the FDMT-CTR protocol and LDDMT-CTR protocol

support higher concurrency than the basic CTR protocol, their concurrency

is lower than that of the Register Insertion Ring and the DRUID Ring.

Therefore, under heavy traffic conditions, their average message delays are

longer than that of the DRUID Ring protocol. The average message delays

of the FDMT-CTR protocol and the DRUID ring protocol are plotted in

Figure 6.12. As shown in Figure 6.8, the average message delay of the

LDDMT-CTR protocol is close to that of FDMT-CTR protocol and hence is

not plotted in this figure.

6.4 Summary

Section 6.3 showed the simulation results of the two new protocols

and their variations compared with the Token Ring (source removal

protocol) and Register Insertion Ring protocol (Destination removal

protocol). These results agree with the discussions given in Chapter 2

through Chapter 5.

Under light traffic conditions, loop latency constitutes a major part of

the total message delay. the Token Ring protocol, the CTR protocol and the

DRUID Ring protocol have better network performance than the Register

Insertion Ring.

Under heavy traffic condition, the message queuing time becomes the

main part of the message delay. Protocols that support higher concurrency

will transmit messages more quickly. This has been shown from the plots

given in Figures 6.1 to 6.12. These simulation results demonstrate the

performance improvement of the new proposed protocols over the existing

ones and hence accomplish the objectives of this research.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary of the New Protocols

Previous chapters of this thesis have considered the design, analysis

and simulation of two new high performance medium access protocols for

ring networks. These two new protocols and their variations can support

concurrent message transmissions while keeping the transmission loop

latency low.

The Concurrent Token Ring protocol uses a transmission mechanism

similar to Token Ring protocol. Minor changes are needed in the Token

Ring Node Interface Controller to support concurrent message

transmission.

Among the variations in CTR protocol, the basic CTR protocol is the

simplest. It should be used unless communication performance is critical in

the network operation. If other variations must be used to increase network

performance, the LDDMT-CTR (Longest Distance Deliverable Message

Transmission) algorithm is recommended because of the following:

1) This algorithm does not discriminate against long distance messages.

2) When multiple priority queues are used to buffer messages with different

distances, this algorithm makes the selection of the message to

transmit easier.

Although the SDDMT-CTR (Shortest Distance Deliverable Message

Transmission) algorithm can support higher concurrency, it is not
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recommended since it intentionally discriminates against the long distance

messages.

If the FDMT-CTR (First Deliverable Message Transmission) protocol

is used, it is recommended that algorithm that reserves a high priority

token for the delayed messages be used. This is necessary to compensate

for discrimination against long distance messages.

The DRUID ring protocol has higher performance than the other ring

medium access protocols tested. It has a shorter message delay under both

light traffic and heavy traffic conditions. It merits serious consideration

when network performance is the first priority design goal.

However, as discussed in Chapter 5, the DRUID Ring protocol is a

message or packet switching protocol and CTR is a circuit switching

protocol. Although the throughput of the CTR protocol is lower than that of

the DRUID Ring, Its simple structure, similarity to Token Ring, and

potential to support continuous signal transmission makes it very

attractive.

7.2 Significance of the Study

Several contributions have been made to ring type Local Area

Networks in this study. Among them are the following:

1) A new destination partial removal technique has been proposed

and evaluated. This technique allows the messages to be removed by their

destination nodes without suffering from address checking delays in

intermediate nodes.
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2) The idea of a Conditional Token has been introduced. The

Conditional Token indicates available resources. It grants nodes the

opportunity to transmit only when the required resources for that

transmission are available.

3) The Concurrent Token Ring and its variations have been designed.

The CTR protocol uses a destination partial removal technique and

conditional token concept to support concurrent transmission while keeping

the loop latency low. Its control mechanism is a minor modification of that

used by Token Ring but it offers much higher performance than the latter.

4) The DRUID Ring protocol has been designed. It can be considered

as a modification of the Register Insertion Ring protocol. Its loop latency is

greatly reduced by use of the destination partial removal technique.

5) Efficient simulation programs have been developed which run on

small personal computers (IBM-PC/AT) to simulate the operation of large

networks. Networks with 64 nodes have been successfully simulated using

these programs. In most of the previous works, a main frame computer

was used to simulate only 6 to 16 nodes using commercial simulation

packages.

7.3 Areas for Future Research

This thesis is a preliminary study of the newly proposed techniques

and protocols. Many areas deserve further research. Some of them are

listed below.

1) The quantitative performance analysis of the CTR protocol and its

variations: This protocol can be modeled by a conditional multi-server
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polling network. It is different from previous models of polling networks in

two ways. First, when a queue is polled, it may not be able to transmit

because the resources it requires are not available. The second difference is

that concurrent message transmission is supported. It is a multi-server

system. When a queue receives a service, other queues can still be polled

for concurrent transmission.

2) Theoretical analysis of the DRUID Ring protocol without

neglecting the cut frame traffic: Since the cut frame traffic is part of the

total traffic on the ring, its inclusion in the performance analysis will affect

the final results.

3) Design and construction of real networks: The new protocols has

been discussed in previous chapters. Real networks need to be designed and

constructed to test and verify their operations.

4) Fault tolerant communication: More fault tolerant techniques

should be used to increase the reliability of the network. The network

operation should recover easily from malfunctions of hardware devices

and/or transmission errors.
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APPENDIX A

DIFFERENTIAL MANCHESTER ENCODING

There are four types of symbols in the differential Manchester code.

They are:

0 : binary data zero
1 : binary data one
J : non-data symbol J
K : non-data symbol K

The first two symbols 0 and 1 are used to carry useful data

information. J and K do not carry message information and never appear in

the data streams. They are used, together with 0 and 1, to indicate an

violation of a regular data pattern. The primary application of these two

symbols is to indicate the Start Delimiter, End Delimiter or other special bit

patterns. The usage of these non-data symbols simplify the construction of

special bit patterns and eliminates the need of bit or byte stuffing as in

HDLC protocol[CARLS80].

An example of the wave form that represent all the four symbols is

shown in Figure A.1. Data symbols and non-data symbols are differentiated

by the existence of the transition at the mid-bit point. In the case of the two

data symbols, the signal for one bit is divided into two parts with opposite

polarities. There is always a transition from one polarity to the other at the

mid-bit point. That provides two distinct advantages:

1) The resulting signal has no DC component and can readily be inductively

or capacitively coupled.
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2) The forced mid-bit transition conveys inherent synchronization timing

information on the channel.

The difference between symbol one and zero lies in the existance of a

polarity transition at the beginning of the data bit. There is always a

transition at the beginning of a zero. The transition is either from low to

high or from high to low. For a data symbol one, the signal level is not

changed at the beginning of the bit.

The non-data symbols does not have transitions at the mid-bit point.

The J symbols has the same polarity as the second half of the last symbol

and there is no transition at the beginning. While there is always a

transition at the beginning of a K symbols so that its polarity is opposite to

the second half of the last symbol.

K

Figure A.1 Differential Manchester Coding Wave Form Example
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APPENDIX B

CTR PROTOCOL NODE INTERFACE FUNCTIONS

B.1 Algorithms to Receive a Message from Host

Procedure Interface_to_host;

begin
While (system alive) do
if new message generated do

begin
put the message into queue;
M[i] := M[i] +1;
end;

end;
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B.2 Algorithms to Transmit a Message

Procedure Medium_Access_Control;

BEGIN
While (System Alive ) do
Begin
Ll: wait until a SD detected;
If NR[i] = 1
then
begin
Remove first CF from ring;
NR[i]:=0; FP[i]:=1;
FF[i]:=1;
goto L1

end
else
begin
Relay frame until T bit;
PR[i] := PPP;
If T = 0 Then
Begin
(* Token frame *)
If M[i]=0 or FP[i]=0 or

PM[i]<PR[i]
then
begin
Rr[i]:= RRR;
RRR := Max(RRR,PM[i]);
Relay frames;
FP[i] := 1;
FF[i] := 1;
Goto Ll;
end
else
begin
Convert T bit;
Transmit whole message;
FP[i]:=1; M[i]:=M[i]-1;
NR[i]:=1;
FF[i]:=1;
goto L1,
end

End
Else
begin
Rr[i]:=RRR;
RRR:= Max(RRR,PM[i]);
Relay message until DA;
If DA match
then
begin
Relay Until SA;
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Transmit ED;
Transmit a Token with

PPP:=Max(RRR,Pm[i];
RRR:=0;

FF[i]:=1; FP[i] :=1;
goto L1;
end
else
begin
If M[i] = 0
then
begin
Relay whole message
FF[i]:=0;
FP[i]:=0;
Goto L1,
end
else
begin
if FF[i] =1
then
begin
FF[i] :=0;
Scan Address field
for path checking;
If no free path
then FP[i]:=0;

end;
Relaying whole frame;
if a message frame
then
begin
FF[i]:=1;
FP[i]:=1;
end;

Goto Li;
end;

end;
end;

end;
End;

END;


